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ABSTRACT
This dissertation details an investigation into the use of laser pulses from a
titanium:sapphire regenerative amplifier laser system to vaporize analytes in ambient air
for mass spectral analysis. The laser system was modified to operate in one of two
distinct modes. In femtosecond (fs) mode the laser produced 2.5 mJ, ~60 fs laser pulses
centered at 800 nm. In nanosecond (ns) mode the laser produced 2.4 mJ, ~10 ns laser
pulses centered at 800 nm. Using appropriate optical components the laser pulse energy
was attenuated to achieve pulses varying from 0.15 mJ to 2.0 mJ. Laser pulses were used
to vaporize liquid and solid samples on different substrates. The laser vaporized material
was captured and ionized by an electrospray source and then detected via a mass
spectrometer instrument. It was discovered that samples on glass substrate could be
vaporized by fs laser pulses, but not by ns laser pulses. Samples on metal substrate were
successfully vaporized by both fs and ns laser pulses. Low energy ns laser pulses were
less efficient than fs laser pulses of the same energy for vaporizing off metal substrate. A
comparison of vaporization from aluminum, copper and stainless steel substrates revealed
limited vaporization from copper by ns laser pulses. The electrospray ionization (ESI)
mass spectral response of wet and dry proteins on stainless steel was similar for both fs
and ns laser pulses. Experiments to test the capabilities of ns laser electrospray mass
spectrometry (ns-LEMS) revealed that sample vaporization was limited to analysis on
metal surfaces. This dissertation details methods for femtosecond laser electrospray
ionization (fs-LEMS) to be used to quantify non-covalent protein-ligand interactions.
Hen egg white lysozyme (HEWL) and N,N’,N”-triacetylchitotriose (NAG3) interactions
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were quantified via dissociation constant (Kd) measurements. The Kd for HEWL and
N,N’,N”,N”’-tetraacetylchitotetraose (NAG4) were also measured.
This dissertation also reports a miniaturized flowing atmospheric pressure
afterglow (micro-FAPA) for use as an alternative ionization source of fs-laser vaporized
analytes. Loratadine pills were vaporized and reacted with the gas stream from the microFAPA source to generate ions which were then detected by a mass analyzer. The ions
detected varied in distribution as a response to the distance the sample was vaporized
from the ion source. Complexed samples were tested and molecular assignments were
difficult due to the numerous pathways for ion formation. The use of an ion filter to
decrease the energy imparted on sample molecules during the ionization process of the
micro-FAPA is also reported.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Introduction to Mass Spectrometry
Sir Joseph J. Thompson developed the first mass spectrometer in 1912. This
instrument had capabilities that limited it to the analysis of small gaseous molecules [1].
The time of flight (ToF) mass spectrometer is the simplest example, and is comprised of
an ion source and an ion detector that are located at opposite ends of a vacuum chamber
[2]. Since the early design of the mass spectrometer, improvements have constantly been
made, resulting in an increase in the instrumental capabilities. By the 1960’s mass
spectrometers were no longer limited to small gaseous molecules but were readily
employed to analyze organic molecules with molecular weights close to 1 kDa.
As mass spectral research evolved, scientists began to improve and expand on the
ionization techniques in order to analyze macromolecules. Ionization techniques such as
plasma desorption mass spectrometry (PDMS) [3], fast atom bombardment (FAB) [4],
secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) [5], and laser desorption (LD) [6], were all
developed with the goal to overcome the 1 kDa upper mass limit that plagued mass
spectral analysis [7]. PDMS, FAB and SIMS are techniques with similar ionization
mechanisms. These ion sources generally create a stream of ions or neutral atoms to
bombard the analyte molecules desorbed onto a surface. Desorption of the analyte
molecules occurs when the kinetic energy of the bombarding species exceeds the binding
energy of the analyte molecules. Similarly, as is often the case in SIMS, excess kinetic
energy may also lead to fragmentation of analyte molecules [4, 8, 9]. PDMS has been
successfully used to detect molecules >10 kDa [10].
1

1.2 Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption/Ionization (MALDI)
During the late 1970s, scientists discovered that laser pulses could provide the
energy needed to desorb and ionize molecules on a substrate. Laser pulses of 150 ns were
used to heat a metal substrate which then thermally desorbed analyte molecules while
excess thermal energy also created ions and molecular fragments [6]. To resolve the
problem of extensive fragmentation of large molecules when exposed to excessive
photon energy, Tanaka et al developed matrix assisted laser desorption ionization
(MALDI). This technique utilized a glycerol/cobalt mixture (as matrix) to absorb the
photon energy and then transfer the energy needed to desorb and ionize lysozyme.
Arguably the most promising result of this experiment was the detection of intact
heptamers of lysozyme that exceeded 100 kDa [11]. This result expanded the abilities of
MS for the study of biologically relevant systems and a Nobel Prize was awarded to
Tanaka in 2002.
The advent of MALDI allowed mass spectrometry to be used as a tool for the
analysis of biologically relevant molecules of all masses. The precise ablation area
provided by a focused laser beam and the subsequent ionization and mass analysis of
desorbed molecules made MALDI a unique technique for analysis of biological samples.
MALDI has been used to image the spatial distribution of drugs and their metabolites
[12-14], lipids [15-17], peptides [18-21] and proteins [16, 22, 23] within biological tissue.
MALDI mass spectrometry imaging (MSI) has provided the ability to discover
biomarkers associated to specific diseases. MALDI-MSI can aid in the development of
therapeutic drugs by ensuring that molecules, designed to target specific tissues or cells,
reach the desired destination in the required concentrations to be effective. The analysis
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of biological samples via MALDI-MS requires that the sample be carefully prepared.
MALDI samples are subjected to matrix application, drying or freezing and then placed
into a high vacuum chamber prior to analysis [7]. The aforementioned sample preparation
steps imply that samples are not in a natural environment at the time of analysis and this
can result in chemical and structural changes to the sample that may impede the
discovery of naturally occurring phenomena.
1.3 Atmospheric Pressure Matrix Assisted Desorption Ionization (AP-MALDI)
Around the turn of the new millennium, some of the pitfalls associated with
conventional MALDI-MS analysis were circumvented by the development of
atmospheric pressure MALDI (AP-MALDI) [24, 25]. AP-MALDI utilized a 337 nm
pulsed laser beam to desorb and ionize analyte that was mixed with typical MALDI
matrix molecules. Unlike conventional MALDI experiments that require the sample to be
placed in a high vacuum chamber, AP-MALDI samples are kept in atmospheric
conditions and the desorbed/ionized molecules are pneumatically assisted to the mass
spectrometer inlet by a stream of nitrogen gas [25]. While conducting experiments, it was
observed that AP-MALDI-MS analysis of some peptides yielded less fragment ions than
in conventional MALDI-MS analysis. It was proposed that the AP-MALDI mechanism
of laser absorption by the matrix molecules, subsequent analyte desorption and creation
of a gaseous plume is similar to MALDI. The differences between the two techniques
arise because the atmospheric conditions associated with AP-MALDI, subject the
desorbed gaseous plume to ion-ion/molecule reactions for longer timescales than vacuum
MALDI. The reduction in ion fragmentation during AP-MALDI-MS was accredited to
rapid collisional cooling by air at atmospheric pressure before excited ions could
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fragment. In vacuum MALDI, there are limited ion-ion/molecule collisions which enable
the conservation of energy within excited state ions and can lead to fragmentation [25].
Original AP-MALDI experiments eliminated the need to place samples into a
vacuum chamber; however, extensive sample preparation (matrix application) was still
necessary in order to carry out successful AP-MALDI-MS experiments [24, 25]. Matrix
molecules need to possess resonant excitation states with the 337 nm photons generated
by the laser system. A previous report stated that infrared (IR) laser beams centered at
2940 nm could be used to couple into the OH stretch of water, allowing for desorption
and ionization of molecules in water rich samples [26, 27]. This technique was coined
AP-IR-MALDI, and eliminated the need for matrix applications to the sample. AP-IRMALDI seemed useful for the study of biological samples that naturally contained water.
Even dry biological samples could be re-wetted and analyzed via AP-IR-MALDI [27].
AP-MALDI and AP-IR-MALDI have eliminated some of the disadvantages
associated with vacuum MALDI; however, both techniques have proven to lack the
sensitivity of vacuum MALDI. This lack in sensitivity is due to the inefficient transport
of ions from atmospheric conditions to the vacuum region of the mass spectrometer. As
previously stated; ions within the desorbed plume collide with other ions/molecules in the
air and undergo collisional cooling. These collisions can also result in the neutralization
of ions which will result in a loss of sensitivity. Original AP-MALDI experiments used a
nitrogen gas flow to direct MALDI plume towards the MS inlet [24, 25]. Pulsed dynamic
focusing (PDF) was later introduced to aid in the efficiency of AP-MALDI plume. With
this technique a voltage is applied to focus and accelerate the ions formed by the laser
beam. The voltage is then turned off and allows diffusion control within the AP-vacuum
4

interface [28]. Another method used to aid in the efficiency of ion transfer from
atmospheric conditions to high vacuum for AP-MALDI is field free transmission
geometry. This method uses a focused laser beam that passes through a glass sample slide
before interacting with the sample on the other side of the slide. This shortens the
distance between the sample and the MS inlet to ~1 mm which is about 5 times shorter
than the distances for conventional geometries. This shorter distance increases the ion
transfer efficiency [29].
1.4 Electrospray Ionization Mass Spectrometry (ESI-MS)
Concurrent to the development of MALDI, John Fenn developed electrospray
ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) [30]. In this technique the analyte is dissolved in
solution and pumped through a capillary needle with flowrates of a few microliters per
minute. Smaller versions of the capillary needle are sometimes used with flowrates at
nanoliters per minute (nano-ESI) [31, 32]. A potential difference of a few kilovolts is
applied between the electrospray (ES) needle and the mass spectrometer inlet. A Taylor
cone forms as charge accumulates at the tip of the needle. Small charged droplets are
emitted from the Taylor cone and travel, through the atmosphere, toward the mass
spectrometer inlet. A counter flow of heated nitrogen gas is often used to aid in the
desolvation of these droplets. Simultaneously, a co-axial flow of nitrogen gas (sheath gas)
is sometimes used to further aid in the desolvation. The evaporation of solvent from
charged droplets increases the charge density on the surface of the droplets which then
leads to the Coulomb explosions and the formation of smaller offspring droplets.
Desolvation continues until residual charge ionizes the analyte which is then detected by
the mass spectrometer [33]. ESI-MS leads to multiple charges being deposited onto large
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molecules. This in turn lowers the effective mass (creates smaller m/z values) and allows
for the mass spectral analysis of macromolecules [30]. John Fenn was also awarded the
Nobel Prize in 2002 for his work in the development of ESI-MS.
ESI can be used as a complementary tool to MALDI experiments because
molecules can be dissolved in native-like solutions prior to analysis. ESI has been used to
study protein conformation from both native and denaturing solutions [34-36] and has
proven to be a soft ionization technique capable of preserving non-covalent proteinligand interactions [37-43]. The sample preparation steps for ESI-MS differ from
MALDI. ESI samples must be homogenized and placed into solution [7]. These steps
result in the loss of spatial information making it impossible to perform MSI experiments.
1.5 Desorption Electrospray Ionization (DESI)
Desorption electrospray ionization (DESI) was reported in 2004 [44]. This
technique used an aqueous electrospray source with a high pressure nebulizing gas (DESI
source). The DESI source was angled toward a sample slide in ambient conditions.
Charged microdroplets collide with the sample and desorb ions from the surface due to
the kinetic and electrostatic forces. The desorbed ions then enter a mass spectrometer
inlet for detection [44]. Like ESI, DESI could provide multiply charged protein ions
effectively lowering the mass-to-charge ratio of large analytes. This would allow protein
analysis to be achieved with cheaper and less complicated mass spectrometers that are
incapable of detecting large m/z values. Unlike MALDI and AP-MALDI, DESI has been
successful in analyzing dry samples, peptides and proteins deposited on surfaces without
the aid of matrix molecules [45].
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DESI has provided a means by which mass spectrometry analysis can be carried
out on a surface to provide spatial chemical information without the need for matrix
applications, or being limited to water rich samples. A substantial development in DESIMS was its reported imaging capabilities [46, 47]. To date, DESI has been used to image
dried ink patterns [46, 48], animal tissue [46, 49, 50], plant imprints and plant tissue [5153]. Early DESI-MSI resolution was measured at ~400 μm for images of ink on thinlayer chromatography plates [47] and 200 μm for images of rat brain tissue [46]. The
imaging resolution of DESI is dependent on the diameter of the electrospray stream
emitted from the DESI source. The use of nano-ESI emitters for DESI-MSI has been
shown to provide MS images with resolution of ~ 11 μm [54].
1.6 Laser-Electrospray Ionization Hybrid Techniques
Post ionization of laser desorbed material improves sensitivity when compared to
the stand alone ionization of laser techniques [55, 56]. One of the most favorable
attributes of ESI analysis over chemical ionization is the production of multiply charged
protein ions. The distribution of protein charge states during ESI analysis is beneficial.
As previously mentioned, the production of multiply charged molecules is advantageous
because it reduces the mass-to-charge and makes it feasible to use cheaper, less advanced
and smaller mass spectrometer instruments for protein analysis. Another advantage lies
within the analysis of the charge state distribution (CSD) of proteins. A previous report
stated that proteins with higher CSDs possess an unfolded conformation whereas proteins
with a lower CSDs possess a folded conformation [57]. Laser desorption MS is desired
because of its capabilities to provide defined spatial molecular maps. Several techniques
have since been developed to take advantage of the spatial desorption capabilities of laser
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pulses as well as the benefits of electrospray ionization. [7, 58-61] These are generically
called laser-ESI hybrid techniques. A laser is used to desorb solid or liquid samples off of
a surface followed by post ionization of the desorbed material by an ESI source. These
new techniques have separated the ionization process from the desorption process [7].
Desorption is controlled by the properties of the laser which include intensity, pulse
duration, photon wavelength, pulse repetition rate and laser spot size. Ionization is
controlled by properties of the electrospray which include electrospray voltage, solution
composition and droplet size. Laser-ESI hybrids have been reported to enable MS
imaging capabilities [62-66], enhanced quantification [67] and rapid throughput
analysis[7].
1.6.1

Electrospray-Assisted Laser Desorption Ionization (ELDI)
Electrospray-assisted laser desorption ionization (ELDI) was introduced in 2005.

This technique used a nitrogen laser to create a 20 μJ pulse centered at 337 nm with a
duration of 4 ns operating at 10 Hz. A lens with a 10 cm focal length was used to focus
the laser beam to a spot size of approximately 100 μm x 150 μm onto the sample. The
incidence angle of the beam was fixed at 45° and the sample was placed on stainless steel
slides mounted on a movable stage. The laser ablated the sample as the stage was moved
to ensure that a fresh sample area was exposed to each laser pulse. Early ELDI
experiments were able to successfully detect dried cytochrome c deposited on stainless
steel and control experiments proved that the experimental setup required electrospray
post ionization of laser desorbed material for successful detection of analyte [61]. These
early ELDI experiments proved that matrix free desorption only occurred with dried
samples. This placed a damper on the use of ELDI for protein analysis because the
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process of drying can lead to change in the proteins native structure. ELDI was later able
to analyze wet samples by mixing the analyte with matrix molecules in order to desorb
the sample [68, 69]. The requirement for matrix addition for the successful analysis of
aqueous ELDI samples was a significant disadvantage to native protein studies. A matrix
would have to be selected based on two criteria. First, the matrix molecules should be
resonant with the laser photons so that they could absorb the laser energy and facilitate
the desorption of aqueous proteins. Second, the matrix chosen should not substantially
alter the pH of the solution nor should it interfere with the electrostatic forces that
maintain the protein’s native conformation. Aqueous myoglobin was analyzed by ELDI
using different matrices. For gold nanoparticles, (AuNPs) ELDI analysis produced
protein signal with a high CSD, suggesting that the protein was completely denatured.
The denatured protein was probably the result of a pH change to the aqueous solution due
to the presence of citric acid that was used to synthesize the Au NPs. Other common
MALDI organic matrix molecules were tested and produced unfavorably low ion signal
intensities that only emerged after the sample was almost completely dried. The best
signal intensity resulted from the use of 0.6 mg/ml of carbon powder as the matrix [68].
An ELDI experiment compared the desorption efficiency for separate laser pulses at 266,
532 and 1,064 nm wavelengths of light. This study revealed that matrix free ELDI
analysis of aqueous protein samples provided best results when 1,062 nm laser pulses
were used for desorption [70]. This is because water is able to act as the matrix since the
resonant OH bending vibrations are at 1,050 nm [7]. ELDI has been shown to be capable
of analysis of a wide range of samples. Dry samples can by analyzed with little to no
sample preparation whereas wet samples generally require that a matrix be added to the
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sample or that a different laser is used for desorption. These facts have negatively
impacted the widespread use of ELDI for all biological MS analysis.
1.6.2

Matrix-Assisted Laser Desorption Electrospray Ionization (MALDESI)
Matrix-assisted laser desorption electrospray ionization (MALDESI), a laser-ESI

hybrid technique was reported the following year after the introduction of ELDI [71].
Similar to ELDI, MALDESI used a nitrogen laser centered at 337 nm. Unlike ELDI
analysis, MALDESI analysis always requires that a matrix (usually sinnapinic acid) be
applied to the analyte. Several control experiments were executed to help understand the
MALDESI process. A device called a remote analyte sampling, transport, and ionization
relay (RASTIR) was used to collect and transport, either pure powder, or matrix
desorbed, samples followed by entrainment into an ESI plume. The detection of multiply
charged proteins that were remotely vaporized before being presented to an ESI plume
via RASTIR, proved that ionization in MALDESI experiments were predominantly due
to the ESI source [72]. Another experiment that confirmed ESI as the ionization method
in MALDESI was the detection of deuterated reserpine ions when a deuterated ESI
solvent was used [73]. IR-MALDESI (with laser pulses centered at 2,940 nm and
duration of 7 ns) was successfully used to analyze solid and liquid samples with organic
matrices [74]. This study also compared IR with UV-MALDESI and revealed that IRMALDESI analysis of egg yolk and bovine milk yielded more features because water
molecules acted like a matrix for 2,940 nm light. The sample stage for MALDESI is
usually biased to 500 V. When this voltage is increased to 3 kV, ionization of desorbed
molecules can occur via laser desorption without ESI post ionization [75]. The high
positive voltage applied to the sample stage creates an accumulation of positive ions at
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the surface of the sample droplet. Laser irradiation desorbs charged droplets from the
surface which undergo ESI-like phenomena to create multiply charged protein ions. This
technique is called liquid MALDESI (liq-MALDESI). The term MALDESI should be
used when referring to laser-ESI hybrids that utilize matrix assisted laser desorption
processes whereas the term ELDI should be reserved for laser ESI hybrids that do not use
any type of matrix for desorption [71].
1.6.3

Laser Ablation Electrospray Ionization (LAESI)
Laser ablation electrospray ionization (LAESI) was introduced in 2007 [63]. This

laser-ESI hybrid technique was first reported to irradiate and desorb samples using an IR
laser with at a repetition rate of 5 Hz. The laser produced pulses centered at 2,940 nm
with durations of < 100 ns carrying 3.5 mJ of energy per pulse. The OH stretch of water
is resonant with the laser used for LAESI and allows water to act as the matrix,
facilitating desorption of the analyte. LAESI is an attractive tool for MS analysis of
biological samples because the matrix required for desorption (water) is naturally present
within the sample. The internal energy distribution of LAESI and ESI were
experimentally determined to be very similar [76]. This experiment compared the degree
of fragmentation for para-substituted benzylpyridinium ions (thermometer ions) analyzed
by each technique. LAESI is considered a softer ionization technique than vacuum UVMALDI as evident by the comparative fragmentation increase of peptides and vitamin
B12 between these two techniques respectively [7]. LAESI has been used to detect
molecules up to 66 kDa including lipids, peptides, proteins and metabolites from whole
blood, serum and plant tissue [63]. LAESI has been used for MS imaging of several
biologically relevant samples. Unlike DESI, laser desorption completely removes
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material from the surface which exposes fresh sample that can be subsequently probed.
This factor allows for depth profiling and LAESI has been used advantageously for such
experiments. Both 2D and 3D MS images have been produced via LAESI with lateral
and depth resolutions of 300 and 30 µm respectively [77]. Other experiments have been
performed with the hope of improving imaging resolution of LAESI [77-80]. From these
experiments, the best resolution (~20 µm ) was achieved for images of daffodil and onion
bulb epidermis by focusing laser pulses onto an etched tip of a GeO2 glass fiber. LAESI
is almost identical to IR-MALDESI [74] with the only difference being the sample under
investigation. IR-MALDESI is used to analyze samples that have organic matrices
whereas LAESI is used to analyze samples with water as the matrix.
1.6.4

Laser Electrospray Mass Spectrometry (LEMS)
Laser electrospray mass spectrometry (LEMS) was a laser-ESI hybrid technique

introduced in 2009 that possessed the capability of achieving completely matrix free
analysis [59]. Prior to 2009, all of the reported laser-ESI hybrid techniques required
resonant absorption by the laser in order to achieve desorption of the analyte. ELDI was
only able to desorb dry samples and the mechanism for analyte desorption is not
understood. Speculation suggesting that the substrate is an important factor necessary for
desorption were made due to the exclusive use of metal slides for sample substrate [7].
MALDESI requires a matrix that is resonant with the wavelength of laser, to be mixed
with the analyte to achieve desorption. LAESI requires water rich samples because this
technique depends on the OH stretch of water that is closely resonant to the 2,940 nm
lasers used. Laser-ESI hybrids generally utilized laser pulses with durations of a few
nanoseconds [7] and recently picosecond LAESI experiments have been reported [81].
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Conversely, LEMS uses femtosecond (fs) laser pulses (~50 fs) centered at 800 nm that
are non-resonant with the sample, substrate or matrix to vaporize the sample prior to
ionization by an ESI source [59]. During LEMS analysis, the fs laser pulses deposits
energy into the sample for a period of time that is substantially shorter than the time need
for molecules to undergo rearrangement [82], as a result, spectra produced by LEMS
analysis is dominated by protonated parent ions. It has been suggested that ns laser
vaporization results in comparatively more fragmentation than fs laser vaporization due
to the different mechanism pathways leading to vaporization. Nanosecond laser pulses
deposit energy into the sample for longer time periods creating thermal heat through the
ladder-switching mechanism. The short duration of fs laser pulses is not conducive to
thermal heating as samples undergo vaporization through the ladder-climbing mechanism
[83-85].
LEMS analysis is typically executed with lasers generating 0.4-2.5 mJ per pulse.
Laser pulses that are focused to spot sizes between 60 µm and 250 µm [7, 66] can expose
sample to laser intensities on the order of 1014 W/cm2. The highly intense pulses used for
LEMS vaporization is able to induce non-resonant absorption of the sample molecules
[83, 86, 87]. The non-resonant absorption mechanism that occurs during LEMS
vaporization only occurs due to the intensity of fs laser pulses. The intensity of ns laser
pulses carrying similar energies per pulse are much lower in intensity (~108 W/cm2) and
therefore unable to induce non-resonant absorption due to the much lower photon flux. A
nanosecond laser with intensity close to 1014 W/cm2 is deemed disadvantageous for use
in laser-ESI hybrid MS analysis due to the production of substantial fragmentation [8388].
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Since the introduction of LEMS numerous experiments have been conducted in
an effort to validate the usefulness and versatility of this technique, as well as to shed
insight into its mechanism and processes. Currently the technique is employed in an
attempt to solve clinical queries with regards to molecular distributions within biological
samples. LEMS has been used to detect small molecules [89], explosives [90-92],
thermometer ions [93, 94], pharmaceuticals [95], lipids [96], proteins [59, 67, 97-99],
plant and animal tissue [60, 100]. The ability for LEMS to achieve matrix-free analysis
independent of substrate was demonstrated by its detection of analytes deposited onto
different substrate materials [95]. LEMS has been used for mass spectrometry imaging
with a lateral resolution of 60 µm [66]. Non-covalent protein-ligand interactions have
been quantified by LEMS and will be discussed in further detail in this thesis [99].
1.7 Plasma based Ambient Mass Spectrometry
All laser-ESI hybrid techniques previously mentioned spawned from the idea of
achieving ambient MS analysis as first introduced by DESI. Since the mid 1970’s
chemical ionization MS techniques from plasma sources were used for elemental [101]
and molecular analysis [102, 103] of samples in vacuum. It was later demonstrated that a
plasma source coupled to a mass spectrometer can be used to sample and analyze trace
organic compounds in ambient air [104]. It was not until after DESI was introduced that
the first plasma based MS technique for ambient analysis of solid and liquid samples was
developed [105].
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1.7.1

Direct Analysis in Real Time (DART)
Direct analysis in real time (DART) was first reported in 2005 [105]. The DART

ion source was built as a multi-chambered tube. In the first chamber, a flow of either
helium or nitrogen gas enters and then passes through a needle which is biased to a few
kilovolts potential with ~ 1 mA current. A perforated counter electrode is positioned after
the needle and is kept at ground. This enables the formation of an atmospheric pressure
glow discharge in the chamber between the biased needle and the grounded electrode.
Another electrode (electrode 1) is placed after the glow discharge region in order to
restrain all charged species from traveling further down the tube but allowing excited
neutral gas molecules to enter the final chamber where they can be heated. Finally the
heated metastable gas stream exits through an exit electrode (electrode 2). The heating of
the gas is necessary to achieve efficient desorption of less volatile solid and liquid
samples. Electrodes 1 and 2 are biased to a few hundred volts with the opposite polarity
of the MS inlet. Upon exiting the DART source, meta-stable helium atoms or nitrogen
molecules react with the air and sample in an ambient interface between the DART
source and the MS inlet. The mechanism that ionizes the sample and the resulting mass
spectra of DART varies based on factors including ion polarity being detected and the gas
used in the DART source. One report has also stated that a “microenvironment”
(temperature and chemical composition of air between the DART source and the MS
inlet) can have a major influence on DART’s ionization mechanism [106]. The general
mechanism for ambient plasma ionization would be discussed later in this thesis (Section
4.2). DART has been used for a variety of MS objectives including reaction monitoring
in drug discovery [107], analysis of nonpolar molecules [108], complex organic mixtures
[109], organometallic compounds [110], and metabolites [105, 111].
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1.7.2

Flowing Atmospheric Pressure Afterglow (FAPA)
Flowing atmospheric pressure afterglow (FAPA) ion source was first described in

2008 [112, 113]. This ion source was a simpler design to the DART source previously
mentioned. A FAPA source is made up of one chamber in which nitrogen or helium is
pumped. On the inside of the chamber there is a tungsten pin electrode and there is a
brass end plate electrode with a 1 mm orifice to allow gaseous ions and neutral
metastable species to exit. The pin electrode can be moved to adjust the distance between
the two electrodes. FAPA sources usually require an external ballast resistor because they
operate at lower voltages (~500 V) with higher currents (~20 mA) than DART sources.
Unlike DART which restrains ions from exiting the source, FAPA allows both the ions
and the metastable species produced by the plasma to exit into the ambient sampling
region. This provides competitive primary ionization pathways by both gaseous ions and
metastable species. The mechanistic details of FAPA ionization would be discussed in
further detail. FAPA has been used to analyze gaseous [112] and solid [113] organic
samples. For practicability, the general FAPA design has been miniaturized and modified
based on experimental requirements [114-117]. A miniaturized version of FAPA called
micro-FAPA [114] will be discussed in further detail later in this thesis.
1.7.3

Dielectric Barrier Discharge Ionization (DBDI)
DART and FAPA ion sources both utilize a direct current (DC) voltage to create a

plasma. Dielectric barrier discharge (DBD) is an alternating current (AC) plasma source
originally used to deposit organosilicon onto aluminum [118]. Designed based on DBD,
dielectric barrier discharge ionization (DBDI) is a plasma ion source for MS that was
reported in 2007 [119]. DBDI uses a hollow stainless steel needle as both the discharge
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electrode and gas conduit. A copper sheet is placed below ~10 mm below the needle to
serve as the counter electrode. A piece of glass ~1 mm thick is then mounted directly
onto the copper sheet between the two electrodes. An alternating voltage of a few
kilovolts with a frequency of ~ 20 kHz is applied between the two electrodes forming a
plasma between the needle and the glass. In the original DBDI experiment, the samples
(amino acids) were placed directly onto the glass slide between the electrodes and are
desorbed and ionized by the plasma prior to MS analysis. Helium, argon, nitrogen and air
were all tested as discharge gasses and varying degrees of appreciable signal was
achieved from all the gasses tested. Helium as the discharge gas produced the highest
signal/noise ratio of the gasses tested. Experiments suggest that a DBD plasma actually
consists of a large number of tiny short-lived current filaments. [120, 121] These shortlived phenomena do not produce thermal heating of the plasma gas as is evident of the
ambient temperature of plasma produced by DBD.
Low temperature plasma (LTP) probe was described a year after DBDI-MS was
demonstrated [122]. The LTP probe is a modified version of DBDI. The probe is made of
a glass tube with an internal grounded stainless steel electrode. Copper tape is used as the
powered electrode surrounding the outside of the tube. The glass tube serves as the
conduit for the discharge gas as well as the dielectric barrier. An AC voltage with similar
characteristics to DBDI is applied to the outer electrode. Unlike the original DBDI setup
that required the sample to be directly within the plasma region, LTP species exit the
probe due to the electric field and the gas flow, making it suitable for direct surface
sampling. The temperature of the gas exiting the LTP probe was measured at 30°C
making it incapable of thermally damaging most surfaces.
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1.8 Laser-Plasma Hybrid Ambient Mass Spectrometry
The developers of FAPA-MS tested the imaging capabilities of this technique and
were able to achieve 2D images with a lateral resolution of ~0.5 mm [113]. The poor MSI
resolution of FAPA is due to the diverging nature of the gas stream exiting the source
[123]. In an effort to achieve better MSI capabilities with FAPA, a ND:YAG laser
producing 266 nm radiation was operated at 20 Hz and focused to spot sizes ranging from
10 to 300 µm was used to desorb molecules from the surface [124]. The sample was
placed in a chamber and the plume generated by laser ablation was transported by a
stream of nitrogen gas through a 1 m long Teflon tube into another chamber where it was
mixed and ionized by the afterglow. This new laser-plasma hybrid technique was called
laser ablation flowing atmospheric pressure afterglow (LA-FAPA). LA-FAPA was
successful in detecting small molecules and demonstrated 3D imaging capabilities with
spatial and depth resolution of ~20 and ~40 µm respectively. The LA-FAPA design also
has the advantage of providing a reproducible method for introducing sample into the
plasma source.
In 2008 LA-FAPA analysis was achieved with a UV laser, under ambient
pressure, but in an enclosed N2 rich environment. In 2010 an IR laser was coupled to a
plasma source with an open-air sample region [123]. This technique called infrared laser
ablation metastable induced chemical ionization (IR-LAMICI). IR-LAMICI used a
ND:YAG laser driven optical parametric oscillator (OPO) that produced 4 ns long pulses
with 2 mJ per pulse of 2940 nm radiation. For these experiments the laser was focused to
a spot size of ~300 µm and operated at 20 Hz. MSI experiments were executed with IR-
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LAMICI and the images of the pharmaceutical tablet showed good resolution, however
the authors did not quantitatively state the lateral resolution of the technique.
Plasma assisted multiwavelength laser desorption ionization mass spectrometry
(PAMLDI-MS) is a technique that uses a DART ion source to ionize molecules ablated
by a laser that produced either 1064, 532, or 355 nm radiation. The pulse duration was 10
ns and the repetition rate of the laser was 10 Hz [125]. PAMLDI-MS was used to
compare the ablation efficiency of the three different wavelengths of radiation available.
In these experiments it was proven that laser desorption efficiency of a specific molecule
was directly related to its electronic absorption band. Dye molecules which absorb visible
light produced higher MS signals when visible light (532 nm) was used for ablation. It
was also shown that IR light was least effective for all molecules tested in this study. In
an effort to curtail the inconsistency of laser desorption graphite coated paper was used as
the sample substrate [126]. In this experiment graphite acted as a matrix to assist
desorption

of

analyte

as

previously

described

in

surface

assisted

laser

desorption/ionization mass spectrometry (SALDI-MS) experiments [127]. PAMLDI-MS
was used to demonstrate MSI capabilities [128]. In this experiment 532 nm radiation was
used for desorption and nitrogen was used as the discharge gas.
1.9 Scope of this Dissertation
The major difference among laser-ESI hybrid techniques is the type of laser used
for desorption. Laser wavelength, pulse duration and energy may differ from one
technique to the next. There are a few techniques that use identical lasers but are named
differently because of the difference in samples analyzed. While there is growing interest
in the use of picosecond and femtosecond pulses for laser-ESI hybrids, lasers with
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nanosecond pulses are most common. The capabilities of 800 nm nanosecond laser pulses
for analyte desorption coupled to electrospray ionization will be discussed in chapter 2. A
comparison between femtosecond and nanosecond pulses used to desorb wet and dried
proteins from metal slides will be discussed. The analysis of animal and plant tissue with
ns pulses will also be investigated.
Previous experiments have suggested that LEMS analysis of solution phase
proteins results in retention of protein structure during ionization. This led to the idea that
non-covalent protein-ligand interactions should be conserved during LEMS process and
quantitative analysis of non-covalent protein-ligand interactions by LEMS is feasible.
The method used to test the hypothesis that LEMS could accurately measure Kd values
for non-covalent interactions between proteins and ligands is described in Chapter 3.
Lysozyme-

N,N’,N”-triacetylchitotriose

and

lysozyme-N,N’,N”,N”’-

tetraacetylchitotetraose interactions were probed via LEMS and discussed. Two methods
for measuring Kd values are described. Calculations to determine the capture efficiency
of vaporized droplets by the ES plume are explained. The effect of capture efficiency on
Kd measurements is also discussed.
The success of LEMS has led to interest about the versatility of fs laser
vaporization for use with other ion sources. Chapter 4 of this dissertation will discuss the
use of femtosecond laser vaporization with post ionization by a micro-FAPA source. The
successful analysis of small molecules will be discussed. Chapter 4 will also look at the
capabilities of a voltage extended FAPA source as a method for reducing fragmentation
during ionization. Ions produced during the analysis of a pharmaceutical tablet within
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different regions of the voltage extended FAPA would be discussed in regards to the
degree of fragmentation and oxidation detected by mass spectrometry.
1.10
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CHAPTER 2
THE CAPABILITIES AND LIMITATIONS OF NANOSECOND LASER
VAPORIZATION FOLLOWED BY ELECTROSPRAY IONIZATION FOR
MASS SPECTRAL ANALYSIS

2.1 Overview
In this chapter, a regenerative amplifier laser system was modified to achieve two
different pulse durations for laser electrospray mass spectrometry (LEMS). The original
and modified configurations of the laser produced ~60 fs and ~10 ns long pulses
respectively. Both varieties of the laser produced 1.5 mJ pulses centered on 800 nm. The
laser was operated at 10 Hz and used to vaporize samples from glass and metal slides.
Vaporized material was then captured and ionized by droplets generated from an
electrospray ionization (ESI) source before being detected by a mass spectrometer. Wet
samples of Victoria blue deposited on stainless steel, copper and aluminum slides
produced similar mass spectral data from both nanosecond (ns) and femtosecond (fs)
laser vaporization. Unlike with the fs laser, no mass spectral signal was achieved on glass
for any of the samples tested with the ns laser. Nanosecond laser electrospray mass
spectrometer (ns-LEMS) of whole blood was analyzed from stainless steel slides without
pretreatment and resulted in numerous features, some of which corresponded to multiply
charged intact hemoglobin αβ subunits + 2 heme complexes. Analysis of pig liver
sections by ns-LEMS produced numerous mass features for 50 µm thick samples;
however, no signal was detected for 100 µm thick samples. These experiments proved
that ns-LEMS achieved desorption through resonant processes with the metal substrate.
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2.2 Introduction
Electrospray-assisted

laser

desorption

ionization

(ELDI)

[1-3],

infrared

electrospray-assisted laser desorption ionization (IR-ELDI) [4], matrix-assisted laser
desorption electrospray ionization (MALDESI) [4, 5], infrared matrix-assisted laser
desorption electrospray ionization (IR-MALDESI) [6], laser electrospray mass
spectrometry (LEMS) [7-11], laser ablation electrospray ionization (LAESI) [12] and
picosecond infrared laser ablation electrospray ionization (PIR-LAESI) [13], are mass
spectral techniques that use a laser to ablate or vaporize sample molecules which are then
captured by electrospray (ES) droplets, ionized and detected by a mass spectrometer
instrument. The identical electrospray composition can be used to perform any of these
laser-ESI hybrid techniques. The same technique may employ different ESI solution
compositions based on the experimental objectives. In an ELDI experiment it was
reported that during the analysis of dried complex mixtures, specific molecules were only
detected after varying the composition of the ESI solution [4]. In the ELDI experiment it
was observed that during the analysis of dry cow’s milk deposited onto stainless steel
mass spectral features corresponding to casein dominated the spectra when the ESI
solution contained 25% methanol. Conversely, when the ESI solution was 100%
methanol the ELDI spectrum was dominated by lipid features and casein was not
detected. The authors attributed these observations to the solubility of the analyte in the
ESI solution. They stated that casein is more soluble in water and as a result casein would
fuse in a charged droplet that contained more water, whereas lipids are more soluble in
methanol and would fuse more efficiently in droplets consisting of a high percentage of
methanol.
34

Although the identical electrospray solution can be used for any laser-ESI hybrid
technique, the type of sample being analyzed may be the only factor that determines the
name of the technique. When a 337 nm laser is used to desorb neat molecules from
stainless steel slides, the technique is referred to as ELDI [1, 4, 14]. If the same laser is
used to desorb a sample that comprises of molecules that are mixed with conventional
matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) matrix [e.g., sinapinic acid (SA) or
α-cyano-4-hydroxycinnamic acid (α-CHCA)], the technique is referred to as matrixassisted laser desorption electrospray ionization (MALDESI) [4, 5, 14].
Apart from the sample being analyzed, type of laser used in a laser-ESI hybrid
system may also determining the name used to describe that technique. Duration of laser
pulses used for desorption can range from tens of femtoseconds to tens of nanoseconds
[4, 8, 13, 14]. Ultraviolet (UV), visible, and infrared (IR) radiation have all been
successfully used for mass spectrometry (MS) analysis by various laser-ESI hybrid
techniques [4, 14]. The laser used for these hybrid systems can range from 20 µJ to 3 mJ
of energy per pulse. Laser desorption can be achieved by either resonant or non-resonant
mechanisms depending on the type of molecules in the sample, the sample substrate,
laser radiation wavelength and intensity.
Resonant absorption occurs when the photon energy is equal to the difference in
energy between the ground state and an excited state in the molecule [15]. There are three
types of resonant desorption processes that can occur during laser irradiation. Direct
desorption occurs when the molecule of interest has a resonant excited state with the laser
light [4]. The laser excites the analyte molecules which are then desorbed. Matrixassisted desorption occurs when the analyte of interest is mixed with a molecule (matrix)
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that has a resonant excited state transition. The excited matrix molecules then transfer
energy to the analyte of interest and desorption occurs [16]. Surface-assisted desorption
mechanism is similar to matrix assisted desorption. This process occurs when molecules
attached to the surface of the substrate have a resonant absorption with the laser. In
surface-assisted desorption the analyte is vaporized when the energy of the laser is
absorbed by the resonant substrate surface molecules and then transfer that energy to the
analyte molecules which induces vdesorption [17, 18].
The use of femtosecond laser pulses to achieve non-resonant absorption of laser
radiation leading to analyte desorption for mass spectrometry (MS) analysis was
previously reported [8-10, 19]. In chapter one of this thesis, a brief discussion of the
capabilities of laser electrospray mass spectrometry (LEMS) was presented. This
technique depends on vaporization due to non-resonant absorption. The probability for
absorption to occur can be described by the following expression:

𝑃 ≈ 𝜎(𝑛) 𝐼 𝑛

(2.1)

where 𝑃 represents the probability for the molecule to absorb a photon, 𝜎(𝑛) is the
wavelength dependent absorption cross section of the molecule, 𝐼 is the intensity of the
electromagnetic field and 𝑛 is the number of photons. The wavelength dependent cross
section of a molecule can be several orders of magnitude smaller for non-resonant
absorption than it is for resonant absorption. Based on equation (1) it can be deduced that
in order to achieve a greater probability for absorption there must be high intensity of
radiation. Laser intensity can be defined by the expression:
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𝐼 =

𝐸
𝑡 × 𝜋𝑟 2

(2.2)

where 𝐸 is the output energy of the laser, 𝑡 is the pulse duration defined as the full width
at half maximum of the optical power as a function of time, and 𝑟 is the radius of the
laser spot size. Equation (2) suggests that fs lasers provide higher intensities than ns
lasers for systems that produce similar output energies. Therefore, for the same energy, fs
lasers are better apt at providing the intensities required to achieve non-resonant
absorption and ns lasers are often limited desorption due to resonant absorption.
The absorption of the laser energy leads to desorption of condensed phase
material via phase explosion [20, 21], thermal [22], impulsive [23, 24] or electronic
transition induced [25] mechanisms. Within a single laser absorption event it is possible
for more than one of these mechanisms to occur based on the sample, substrate and laser
attributes [24, 26, 27]. Investigations into the effect of pulse duration on resonant laser
absorption and subsequent desorption for MALDI have been previously reported [28-30].
During these studies researchers observed that increasing the energy per pulse resulted in
a higher efficiency of desorption. In these experiments, the rate at which the energy was
deposited (pulse duration) did not affect desorption. These observations suggest that
resonant matrix-assisted desorption is predominantly facilitated by single photon
absorption processes.
Laser systems generating ns pulses are predominantly utilized over fs laser
systems for laser-ESI hybrid techniques. LEMS is the only reported technique that uses fs
laser for desorption of analyte molecules prior to ionization by electrospray. To date there
are no studies that directly compare the use of fs and ns laser-ESI hybrid MS applications
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via non-resonant absorption processes. This chapter will present a comparative study of
the mass spectral response between fs and ns laser-ESI. Solution phase and dried samples
of cytochrome c and myoglobin were desorbed from metal and glass substrates by a laser
operating at 10 Hz producing pulses centered at 800 nm. For comparison, the laser
system was configured to provide ~60 fs and ~10 ns laser pulse durations. Different ESI
solutions were also used to compare the MS responses between ns and fs laser
desorption. Finally, ns laser vaporization was investigated for feasibility for non-resonant
desorption of whole blood, plant, and animal tissue.
2.3 Experimental Section
2.3.1

Sample Preparation
Aqueous stock solutions of 50.0 mM ammonium acetate, 1 mM methylene blue, 2

mM Victoria blue (VB), 5.0 mM cytochrome c and 5.0 mM myoglobin (Sigma Aldrich,
St. Louis, MO, USA) were prepared in HPLC grade water (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh,
PA, USA). All protein stock solutions were diluted to create 250 µM aqueous samples.
For analysis of dried protein samples, 10 µL aliquots were spotted on stainless steel or
glass slides and then dried in ambient air (20°C). The dried droplets resulted in the
adsorption of a ring-like pattern of neat protein (~5 mm diameter) onto the sample slides.
For analysis of solution phase protein, 10 µL of 250 µM protein was pipetted onto either
stainless steel or glass slides and then directly vaporized by laser irradiation. For analysis
of aqueous VB, the stock solution was diluted to create a 20 µM dye solution. Aliquots of
5 µL VB were spotted on stainless steel, copper or aluminum slides and then directly
vaporized by laser irradiation.
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One drop aliquots (~10 µL) of undiluted human blood were taken from a healthy
volunteer by dripping directly on stainless steel slides and analyzed before drying without
other pretreatment. Pig liver (Pel-Freez Biologicals, 59423-2, Rogers, AR) was sectioned
to 50 and 100 µm slices at -20 °C using a cryostat (Leica VT1000 S, Buffalo Grove, IL).
The liver sections were mounted on stainless steel slides and stored at -80 °C (U410,
New Brunswick Scientific, Enfield, CT). To avoid condensation, the tissue section slides
were brought to room temperature in a vacuum desiccator for ~20 min prior to being
placed on the sample stage for MS analysis.
Fresh red Verbena Peruviana flower petals were collected from plants on the
Temple University campus. The flower petals were detached from the plant, then
flattened and affixed to stainless steel slides by applying ~200 g downward pressure with
index finger measured on a top loading balance (SI-602, Denver Instrument, Bohemia,
NY). The flower petal sample slides were then placed on the sample stage without any
other treatment.
The native ES solvent for protein analysis was prepared by diluting the stock
ammonium acetate solution with HPLC grade water to achieve a final concentration of 10
mM. The denaturing ES solvent for protein and tissue analysis composed of 50/50
water/methanol v/v with 0.1% acetic acid (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA, USA).
Denaturing ES solvent was spiked with 10 nM methylene blue as an internal standard for
analysis of VB.
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2.3.2

Femtosecond and Nanosecond Laser Configurations
The instrumentation for fs laser vaporization, electrospray ionization, and mass

spectral detection has been previously described [7, 31]. To create fs laser pulses a
Ti:sapphire laser oscillator (KM Laboratories, Boulder, CO, USA) seeds a regenerative
amplifier (Coherent, Inc., Santa Clara, CA) to create a 2.5 mJ pulse centered at 800 nm
with a duration of ~60 fs. Within the oscillator, a titanium-doped sapphire (Ti:Al2O3)
crystal was irradiated by a continuous wave (CW), neodymium-doped vanadate
(Nd:YVO4) pump laser (4 W at 532 nm). The Ti:Al2O3 crystal has a large gain bandwidth
[32] which produces ultra-short pulses upon mode locking via the Kerr lens effect [33].
In the oscillator, a coherent superposition of frequencies creates 3.5 nJ, 10 fs pulses at a
rate of ~90 MHz. The width of the pulse increases to ~30 fs because of dispersion within
the laser cavity.
The low energy pulses from the oscillator are stretched, and then amplified before
being compressed. Stretching of the pulse is necessary to eliminate damage to the optical
components via non-linear effects which can occur through amplification of the nonstretched pulses [34]. Stretching of the pulses is achieved by chirping with a dispersion
delay line composed of a diffraction grating, a spherical mirror and high reflectors [7,
35]. The stretched seed beam pulses are ~100 ps in duration.
Amplification of the seed beam begins with the irradiation of a second Ti:Al 2O3
crystal by a 30 W Q-switched (500 Hz) neodymium-doped yttrium lithium fluoride
(Nd:YLF) pump laser producing < 250 ns, 527 nm pulses. A synchronization delay
generator (SDG, Coherent, Inc., Santa Clara, CA) controls the injection timing of the
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seed beam into the amplification region. The seed beam passes through the gain medium
~ 20 times which amplifies the pulse by ~6 orders of magnitude. The amplified pulse is
similar in pulse duration to that of the seed beam (~100 ps).
To achieve fs duration pulses, the amplified ps pulses can be compressed by
compensating for the chirp originally applied to stretch the beam from the oscillator [36].
The compression region of the laser cavity is comprised of a grating, a horizontal mirror
set and a vertical retro-reflector mirror pair. These components apply blue shifted chirp
opposite to the red shifted chirp induced by the stretcher. The laser produces 2.5 mJ laser
pulses centered at 800 nm with ~60 fs duration. Pulse duration was measured by
frequency-resolved optical gating.
Nanosecond laser pulses were created by blocking the seed beam form entering
the amplifier cavity. The SDG timing was adjusted to further delay the output of the
second Pockels cell by 50 ns. This new delay time was selected by optimizing for the
highest power output of the unseeded beam. This laser configuration created 2.4 mJ
pulses centered at 800 nm with duration of 10 ns. The ns pulse duration was measured
with a photo diode and an oscilloscope.
Unless specifically noted, 1.5 mJ pulses were used for experiments.
2.3.3

Laser Vaporization and Electrospray Ionization
For all experiments described in this chapter, regardless of the laser configuration,

pulses were generated at 10 Hz and focused to a spot size of ∼250 μm in diameter using a
16.9 cm focal length lens with an incident angle of 90° with respect to the sample. The
laser pulse energy was attenuated using a quarter-wave plate and a polarizing beam
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splitter cube (CVI Laser Optics, Albuquerque, NM) to achieve pulse energies between
0.15 and 1.50 mJ. The steel sample holder was biased to −2.0 kV to compensate for the
distortion of the electric field between the capillary and the needle caused by the sample
stage. The area sampled was 6.4 mm below and 2 mm in front of the electrospray needle.
The distance between the electrospray needle and the mass spectrometer inlet was 6.4
mm. For analysis of liquids the sample was exposed to the focused laser beam until the
entire sample was vaporized (~5 s). For tissue and dried analysis, samples were raster
scanned by moving an x-y translational robotic stage (MLS203-1, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ,
USA) at a speed of 0.25 cm/s. The vaporized sample was ejected in a direction
perpendicular to the electrospray plume, where capture and ionization occurred.
The electrospray solution was pumped at a flow rate of 3 μL/min using a syringe
pump (Havard Apparatus, Holliston, MA, USA). The electrospray needle, with an
internal diameter of 127 µm, was kept at ground. The MS inlet was biased to -4.5 kV. A
countercurrent of nitrogen gas (200°C) flowed at 4 L/min to assist the desolvation
process. The vaporized and post-ionized analytes were analyzed by a high resolution
mass spectrometer (Bruker MicroTOF-Q II, Bruker Daltonics, Billerica, Germany) which
was tuned for a wide m/z range (m/z between 200 and 2500). Prior to LEMS experiments,
the mass spectrometer was calibrated with a solution of 99:1 (v/v) acetonitrile/ESI
calibrant (#63606-10 ML, Fluka Analytical/ Sigma Aldrich, Buchs, Switzerland) over a
mass range of m/z 50-3000. Raw spectra were recorded at a rate of 1 Hz and then
averaged, processed, and analyzed using Compass Data Analysis 4.0 Software by Bruker
Daltonics. The average charge state (Zavg) was calculated using equation 2.3,
𝑍𝑎𝑣𝑔 =

∑𝑁
𝑖 𝑞𝑖 𝑤𝑖
∑𝑁
𝑖 𝑤𝑖
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(2.3)

where 𝑞𝑖 is the net charge, 𝑤𝑖 is the sum of signal intensity of the 𝑖 𝑡ℎ charge state, and 𝑁
is the number of charge states present in the mass spectra.
2.3.4

Safety Considerations
All lab personnel were protected from high voltages by insulating shields. For

protection against laser radiation, lab personnel wore appropriate eye protection.
2.4

Results and Discussion

2.4.1

Nanosecond vs. Femtosecond Laser Vaporization of Victoria Blue on Glass
To compare ns-laser to fs-laser vaporization for MS analysis, 5 µL aliquots of 20

µM VB were spotted onto glass slides before being subjected to either 10 ns or 60 fs laser
irradiation. Previous studies have shown that 800 nm, fs laser pulses are capable of
desorbing samples adsorbed on glass slides [10]. The previous report was confirmed in
this study. Femtosecond laser pulses at 1.5 mJ were used to vaporize liquid VB samples
from glass slides into an ES solution of 50/50 water/methanol (v:v) with 0.1% acetic acid.
The resulting mass spectrum contained the VB signal peak at m/z of 478.3 (Figure 2.1).
For a direct comparison, the laser configuration was switched to produce 10 ns
pulses. In ns-mode there is a small drop in laser energy as the seed beam is blocked from
entering the amplification region of the laser cavity. To achieve 1.5 mJ pulses, the quarter
wave plate was readjusted. Irradiation of VB samples on glass did not result in
vaporization. The entire sample was visually observed to remain unchanged on the glass
slides even after 1 min of ns laser irradiation and the resulting mass spectra did not show
any feature corresponding to VB (figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.1. Background subtracted fs-LEMS spectra of 20 μM Victoria Blue
vaporized from glass slide with 1.5 mJ laser pulse.
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Figure 2.2. Background subtracted ns-LEMS spectra of 20 μM Victoria Blue
vaporized from glass slide with 1.5 mJ laser pulse.
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The laser repetition rate was increased from 10 to 200 Hz. The 5 µL aliquot was
spread over a wider area (10 mm2). Neither one nor a combination of the two previously
mentioned factors were successful in aiding the vaporization of VB on glass slides. The
nanosecond laser pulses used in this study were also unsuccessful in the MS analysis of
dried VB on glass slides.
The inability for 10 ns laser pulses centered at 800 nm, to achieve desorption from
a glass substrate with subsequent ESI MS analysis agrees with previous reports that
suggested a non-resonant multi photon absorption process is required for vaporization
during LEMS analysis [8, 9]. By using equation (2) the calculated intensities of 60 fs and
10 ns laser pulses were 5.1 x 1013 and 3.1 x 108 W/cm2 respectively. Previous studies
reported that there was no change in vaporization efficiency with different laser pulse
durations for resonant absorption on glass [28-30]. In the present study an equivalent
amount of energy (1.5 mJ) was deposited into the samples for both ns and fs laser
experiments. If a one photon resonant absorption was responsible for vaporization in the
LEMS process then vaporization of samples would occur during both fs and ns laser
irradiation.
Visual observations of white light generation made during the laser irradiation of
VB on glass slides revealed that the fs pulses created a plasma on the surface of the glass,
whereas ns pulses created a plasma on the surface of the metal plate below the glass. A
study investigating laser ablation of aluminum using 6 ns, 1064 nm pulses with 94 mJ of
energy was previously reported. The laser was focused to ~1 mm on the surface of
aluminum samples producing an intensity of 1.3x 109 W/cm2 [37]. In that study, optical
emission spectroscopy (OES) and shadowgraphy were used to investigate the dynamics
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of the plume generated by a laser produced plasma (LPP). Experimental measurements
demonstrated that the shockwave created by laser ablation on aluminum can eject
metallic particles from the surface. Shadowgraphy images taken 10 µs after the laser
pulse interacted with the aluminum surface, showed a shockwave radiating ~5.0 mm
from the ablation area. This equated to a velocity of ~500 m/s. OES images confirmed
that aluminum particles were also ejected at speeds of ~300 m/s from the surface upon ns
laser irradiation.
2.4.2

Nanosecond vs. Femtosecond Laser Vaporization of Victoria Blue on Metal
The visual observation of white light generated on the metal plate below the glass

slide during ns irradiation of VB samples suggested that the ns laser generated a plasma
on the surface of the metal. To test the hypothesis that a plasma generated by ns-laser
pulses can desorb analyte deposited on metal, liquid VB samples were deposited onto
stainless steel, aluminum and copper sample slides before being irradiated with ns pulses
of various intensities. Laser pulses of 10 ns centered at 800 nm with 1.5 mJ of energy
were used to irradiate 20 µM VB samples deposited on stainless steel. Unlike the liquid
VB samples deposited on glass, the entire 5 µL aliquot of sample on metal was consumed
within 10 seconds (100 pulses) of ns-laser irradiation. ES droplets consisting of 50/50
water/methanol (v:v) with 0.1% acetic acid and 10 nM methylene blue (internal standard)
captured the vaporized sample and the resulting mass spectrum contained the VB signal
peak (Figure 2.3). Aluminum and copper slides were also tested and produced similar
results.
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Figure 2.3. Background subtracted ns-LEMS spectra of 20 μM Victoria Blue vaporized
from stainless steel slide with 1.5 mJ laser pulse.
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Table 2.1. Relationship between pulse duration, and energy as a function of laser
intensity (spot size = 250 μm).
Pulse Duration

Laser Energy per Pulse

Laser Intensity

10 ns

0.15 mJ

3.06 x 107 W/cm2

0.25 mJ

5.10 x 107 W/cm2

0.5 mJ

1.02 x 108 W/cm2

1.5 mJ

3.06 x 108 W/cm2

0.15 mJ

5.10 x 1012 W/cm2

0.25 mJ

8.49 x 1012 W/cm2

0.5 mJ

1.70 x 1013 W/cm2

1.5 mJ

5.10 x 1013 W/cm2

60 fs
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In an effort to further investigate the dynamics of laser irradiation, vaporization
was attempted using different laser pulse energies. Varying pulse energies from 0.15 mJ
to 1.5 mJ of ns and fs laser pulses were used to irradiate liquid VB samples deposited on
aluminum, stainless steel and copper slides. Table 2.1 shows the relationship between the
pulse energies used in these experiments and the calculated intensities of 60 fs and 10 ns
pulses with a focused spot size of 250 µm.
Nanosecond pulses of 0.15 mJ were unsuccessful in vaporizing liquid VB
deposited on any of the metals tested. An increase in ns pulse energy to 0.25 mJ resulted
in average normalized MS signal intensities for VB of 1.8% and 4.2% on aluminum and
stainless steel respectively, however, no signal was detected from 0.25 mJ ns-laser
irradiation of VB on copper slides. Nanosecond pulses at 0.5 mJ resulted in average
normalized signal intensities >40% for samples on stainless steel and aluminum but <2%
for samples on copper slides. When 1.5 mJ, 10 ns pulses were used for vaporization, the
average normalized intensity was > 20% for VB on all the metals tested. Conversely to
nanosecond laser, all femtosecond pulses used to irradiate VB samples produced MS
signal of the analyte on all metals tested.
Figure 2.4 shows a bar graph of the peak intensity of VB normalized to the
maximum intensity acquired (VB on aluminum substrate vaporized by fs pulses of 0.25
mJ) as a function of the type of metal sample slide, laser pulse energy and duration.
Normalization was required in order to account for variations in the ESI signal intensities.
The best MS signal response was achieved using 60 fs laser pulses of 0.25 mJ. This is
most likely due to the dynamics of vaporization and ESI capture. Successful LEMS
analysis requires that vaporized sample be captured by ES droplets to induce ionization
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and subsequent detection. The size of droplets produced during vaporization as well as
the velocity and shape of the vaporized plume all play major roles in capture efficiency.
In ns-laser vaporization, copper was observed to produce the least favorable
results. Vaporization of sample by ns-laser pulses may be due to the formation of a
plasma on the surface of the irradiated metal. The work function of copper is 4.65 eV,
[38]. With the laser pulses centered at 800 nm (1.55 eV), a minimum of three photons
would be required to achieve the energy needed to remove an electron from the surface.
Aluminum and stainless steel (304) both have work function values <4.5 eV [38, 39]
which is below the energy value available from a three photon process. Copper having
the higher work function is more susceptible to inefficient ns-laser vaporization of
analyte deposited on the surface.
Thermal processes may also account for ns laser desorption of analytes on metals.
The thermal conductivity at room temperature for aluminum is 247 W/m·K and for
copper is 398 W/m·K [40]. Stainless steel has a thermal conductivity of ~14 W/m·K at
room temperature [41]. The high thermal conductivity of copper may quickly allow heat
to be transferred away from the laser irradiated area which can limit the probability for
thermal desorption of the analyte. Conversely, the low thermal conductivity of stainless
steel may allow heat to remain localized long enough to achieve thermal desorption of the
analyte.
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Figure 2.4. Bar graph of VB signal intensities normalized to the intensity of methylene
blue (internal standard) as a function of substrate, laser energy and pulse duration. The
labels “fs” and “ns” refer to pulse durations of 60 fs and 10 ns respectively.
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2.4.3

Nanosecond vs. Femtosecond Laser Vaporization of Protein on Metal
Proteins can be used to determine the feasibility of new MS techniques for

analysis of biological macromolecules. A previous report stated that when ns lasers are
used to heat a metal substrate, molecules are thermally desorbed from the surface and
excess thermal energy can create ions and molecular fragments [42]. Thermal energy
transferred to protein during analysis will be disadvantageous for MS experiments
probing natural protein structure or activity. The conservation of folded protein structure
is dependent on temperature, pH, phase (solution or condensed) and the molecular
constitution of its immediate environment. Folded (native) proteins produce a lower
average charge state distribution (CSD) and unfolded (denatured) protein produce a
higher charge state distribution in ESI mass spectra. Femtosecond-LEMS has previously
been proven to be a soft ionization technique capable of transferring intact biomolecules
into the gas phase. In an effort to test the feasibility of nanosecond-LEMS for protein
analysis, dried and wet protein samples were deposited onto stainless steel slides and
subjected to ns and fs laser irradiation/vaporization. Mass spectra produced by ns-LEMS
were compared to fs-LEMS data. Two different types of ES solvents were used for
analyte capture and ionization. The acid denaturing ES solution had a pH of 3.8
composed of 50/50 water/methanol v/v with 0.1% acetic acid and the neutral ES solution
had a pH of 7.3 composed of 10 mM aqueous ammonium acetate.
Cytochrome c is a protein that contains a covalently bound heme group. Figure
2.5 shows the representative mass spectra for ns and fs LEMS of aqueous cytochrome c
into the denaturing ES solution. Laser pulse durations of 10 ns and 60 fs produced similar
spectra with average charge states (calculated using equation 2.3) of 11.0±0.1 and
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11.7±0.3 respectively. The spectra contained a bimodal distribution of charge states
centered at 8+ and 15+ for both laser pulse durations tested. The correlation between the
ESI-MS CSD and the solution phase conformation of cytochrome c has previously been
demonstrated [43]. A folded conformation of cytochrome c produces ESI mass spectra
with a narrow distribution of charge states predominantly at 8+ and 7+ whereas an
unfolded conformation produces spectra with a wide charge state distribution centered
around 12+ [44-46]. The bimodal distribution observed in figure 2.5 suggests that there
are two different conformations of protein detected. The narrow distribution of ions
centered at 8+ (ranging from 7+ to 9+) corresponds to folded (native) protein. The wide
bell-shaped distribution of ions centered at 15+ (ranging from 10+ to 19+) correspond to
an unfolded (denatured) protein structure. The bimodal distribution observed in figure 2.5
was previously reported in literature [47].
Representative mass spectra for ns and fs LEMS of liquid cytochrome c into the
neutral ES solution are shown in figure 2.6. Pulses from 10 ns and 60 fs laser produced
similar spectra with CSDs of 7.2±0.1and 7.1±0.1 respectively. The narrow distribution of
cytochrome c ions predominantly at 8+ and 7+ charge states suggest that only a folded
protein configuration is present.
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Figure 2.5. Representative mass spectra for fs and ns LEMS of liquid cytochrome c into
the denaturing ES solution (pH =3.8).

Figure 2.6. Representative mass spectra for fs and ns LEMS of liquid cytochrome c into
the native ES solution (pH =7.3).
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Previous studies have shown that protein folding and unfolding can occur after
vaporization within the ES droplets [9]. Therefore the similarities in cytochrome c spectra
produced by both 10 ns and 60 fs laser vaporization may not indicate that both pulse
durations result in similar protein conformations at the time of vaporization. Myoglobin
is a protein with a non-covalently bound heme group (holo-myoglobin). Upon unfolding,
the heme group usually becomes unbound from the globular protein (apo-myoglobin)
[48-50]. To further compare ns with fs laser vaporization, aqueous myoglobin samples
were tested. Figure 2.7 shows the representative mass spectra for ns and fs LEMS of
liquid myoglobin into the denaturing ES solution. The ion intensity for apo-myoglobin
comprised of ~30% of all protein features detected after ns-laser vaporization.
Femtosecond-LEMS measurements produced ~39% apo-myoglobin. Free heme ions
were also detected (m/z = 617) for both ns and fs laser vaporization into denaturing ES
solvent.
To test if ns laser irradiation would disrupt the non-covalent interaction between
myoglobin and the heme group, liquid myoglobin was vaporized with ns-laser pulses and
captured by ES droplets with neutral pH. Holo-myoglobin features of 8+ and 9+ charge
stateswere detected and neither apo-myoglobin nor heme was not detected in the mass
spectra for either ns or fs LEMS of liquid myoglobin into native ES solution (Figure 2.8).
Refolding of previously denatured protein within the timescale of the ES droplet lifetime
makes it difficult to determine changes to protein conformation due to laser irradiation.
However, the millisecond timescale of the ES droplets are too short to allow the
reincorporation of free heme into the hydrophobic pocket of apo-myoglobin [31]. This
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Figure 2.7. Representative mass spectra for fs and ns LEMS of liquid myoglobin into the
denaturing ES solution (pH =3.8).

Figure 2.8. Representative mass spectra for fs and ns LEMS of liquid myoglobin into the
native ES solution (pH =7.3).
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suggests that ns and fs laser irradiation of liquid sample leads to vaporization without
perturbation of the protein-heme complex.
Vaporization of dried cytochrome c via ns and fs laser pulses into denaturing ES
droplets produced mass spectra with a bimodal distribution heavily favoring denatured
protein ions (Figure 2.9). The Zavg was 13.8±0.3 from fs-LEMS measurements and
14.2±0.1 from ns-LEMS. Vaporization of dried cytochrome c via ns and fs laser pulses
into native ES droplets produced mass spectra with a bimodal distribution heavily
favoring native protein ions (Figure 2.10). The Zavg was 8.8±0.5 from fs-LEMS and
9.3±0.3 from ns-LEMS measurements. Detection of unfolded protein in figure 2.10 may
be due to the prior partial unfolding of protein while drying [51].
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Figure 2.9. Representative mass spectra for fs and ns LEMS of dry cytochrome c into the
denaturing ES solution (pH =3.8).

Figure 2.10. Representative mass spectra for fs and ns LEMS of dry cytochrome c into
the native ES solution (pH =7.3).
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2.4.4

Nanosecond Laser Vaporization of Whole Blood on Metal
Femtosecond-LEMS [11], low energy femtosecond fiber-LEMS [52], LAESI

[12], IR-LAESI [53] and ELDI [54] are laser-ESI hybrid techniques that have previously
been used to analyze whole blood. To test the ability for ns-LEMS to be used for analysis
complicated biological fluid, whole blood was analyzed from stainless steel slides. Figure
2.11 shows the ns-LEMS spectrum from m/z 250 to 3000 of whole blood vaporized into
an ES solvent of 50/50 H2O/MeOH and 0.1% acetic acid. The broad feature extending
from m/z 800 to 3000 has been previously observed in other tissue analysis MS
experiments [55, 56], and is likely due to solvent and salt adduction to proteins. Mass
spectral analysis of whole blood without separation steps or extensive sample preparation
is a difficult endeavor because the complexity of whole blood gives rise to charge
competition and signal interference from the high concentration of salt in the sample [52].
Previous LEMS experiments have demonstrated the capability for laser-ESI hybrids to
achieve direct analysis of protein from solutions with high salt concentrations [57].
Inspection of the high mass region of the spectra (m/z 1500 to 3000 shown in
Figure 2.12) revealed several features corresponding to three different structures related
to hemoglobin. The features at m/z 2930.6, 2686.7 and 2480.2 corresponded to 11+, 12+
and 13+ charge states respectively of protein with a mass of 32,225 Da. This measured
protein mass is equal to the sum of the masses of one hemoglobin α subunit (15126 Da),
one hemoglobin β subunit (15867 Da), and two heme groups (616 Da per molecule).
Native human hemoglobin has a quaternary structure of two α and two β globular
protein subunits (α2β2) each containing a heme group [58]. The detection of hemoglobin
subunits from whole blood has been reported for other laser-ESI hybrid techniques [2, 11,
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12, 52-54] however, the detection of ions corresponding to intact hemoglobin α-β subunit
complex with both heme groups attached has not been previously reported by any other
laser-ESI hybrid technique.
Analysis of the peaks detected in the medium mass region (m/z 850 to 1500) of
the ns-LEMS spectra of whole blood (Figure 2.13) revealed that this region of the
spectrum is dominated by signal from hemoglobin α and β chains with no heme groups
attached. Masses of 15,126 Da and 15,867 Da were calculated for α and β chains
respectively. Charge states ranging from 11+ to 18+ were detected for both α and β
chains. The wide charge state distribution and the absence of the heme group suggest that
the proteins became unfolded as they interacted with the acidic ES solvent droplets. The
low mass region of the spectrum (m/z 250 to 875 shown in figure 2.14) shows free heme
B

detected

at

m/z

616.2.

Glutathione

was

detected

at

m/z

308.1.

The

lysophosphatidylcholines, LysoPC (16:0) and LysoPC (18:2) were detected at m/z 496.3
and m/z 520.3 respectively. Blood plasma consists of 8-12% lysophosphatidylcholines
[59]. Detection of LysoPC (16:0) is promise that ns-LEMS of samples on metal slides
can be used for biomarker discovery because elevated levels of LysoPC (16:0) are linked
to asthmatic patients with the impaired lung function characteristics of moderate to severe
asthma [60]. Numerous unidentified features that are likely from lipids, peptides and
metabolites were also detected during the analysis in whole blood by ns-LEMS.
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Figure 2.11. Nanosecond LEMS spectrum from m/z 250 to 3000 of whole blood
vaporized into an ES solvent of 50/50 H2O/MeOH and 0.1% acetic acid.
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Figure 2.12. Nanosecond LEMS spectrum from m/z 1500 to 3000 of whole blood
vaporized into an ES solvent of 50/50 H2O/MeOH and 0.1% acetic acid.
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Figure 2.13. Nanosecond LEMS spectrum from m/z 850 to 1500 of whole blood
vaporized into an ES solvent of 50/50 H2O/MeOH and 0.1% acetic acid.
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Figure 2.14. Nanosecond LEMS spectrum from m/z 250 to 875 of whole blood vaporized
into an ES solvent of 50/50 H2O/MeOH and 0.1% acetic acid.
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2.4.5

Nanosecond Laser Vaporization of Biological Tissue on Metal
The successful analysis of whole blood, liquid and dry protein samples on

stainless steel by ns-LEMS showed promise that ns-LEMS can be used for biological
tissue analysis. To test the ability for ns-LEMS to be used for the analysis of biological
tissue, 50 μm thick pig liver tissue samples were used. Pig liver slices ~100 mm2 were
placed on stainless steel slides atop the sample stage. Pig liver was chosen because of its
homogeneity, with little change in the chemical composition throughout the organ tissue.
The sample was raster scanned at a speed of 0.25 cm/s while being irradiated by 10 ns
laser pulses at a rate of 10 Hz. Vaporized sample materials were captured by denaturing
ES droplets to facilitate ionization. Figure 2.15 shows the spectra produced by ns-LEMS
analysis of pig liver. In this experiment the mass spectral range was set from m/z 200 to
1500 in an effort to focus on small molecules (metabolites and lipids). Similar to the
spectra produced during ns-LEMS analysis of whole blood, the broad feature extending
from m/z 700 to 1500 is observed and is likely due to the solvent and salt adduction to
proteins. Experimental data retrieved from previously reported LC-MS/MS and fs-LEMS
imaging of pig liver tissue [55] was used to tentatively assign some of the major peaks
detected by ns-LEMS (Table 2.2). Clusters of peaks observed in the mass range of m/z
800 to 1200 (Figure 2.16) were deconvoluted and indicate the detection of swine
hemoglobin α chain (15039 Da) and an unknown protein with a molecular mass of 14168
Da.
In order to further prove that ns-LEMS desorption was due to the coupling of
laser pulses to the stainless steel substrate, 100 μm thick tissue sections were analyzed.
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No signal was detected from 100 μm thick tissue sections on stainless steel by ns-LEMS.
Attempts to vaporize and detect molecules from whole flower petals and leaves were also
unsuccessful, suggesting that thick tissue samples shield the bulk material from the
vaporization mechanism that occurs on the metal surface-sample interface.
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Figure 2.15. Nanosecond LEMS spectrum from m/z 200 to 1500 of 50 μm pig liver
section vaporized into an ES solvent of 50/50 H2O/MeOH and 0.1% acetic acid.
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Table 2.2. Tentative assignments of species detected from pig liver analysis by
nanosecond LEMS.
m/z

Tentative assignment

280.1

Glycerophosphocholine+Na

296.1

Glycerophosphocholine+K

365.1

Sucrose+Na

453.2

Unknown

496.3

LysoPC(16:0)

544.3

LysoPC(18:0)+Na

566.3

Unknown
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Figure 2.16. Nanosecond LEMS spectrum from m/z 800 to 1250 of 50 μm pig liver
section vaporized into an ES solvent of 50/50 H2O/MeOH and 0.1% acetic acid.
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2.5

Conclusions
Nanosecond and femtosecond LEMS experiments were carried out using a

modified version of the same laser system to produce 10 ns and 60 fs pulses centered at
800 nm. Victoria blue deposited on glass slides was successfully detected by fs-LEMS
but not detected by ns-LEMS. Varying fs-LEMS pulse energies of from 0.15 to 1.5 mJ
produced appreciable signal of Victoria blue on stainless steel, aluminum and copper
slides. Nanosesond LEMS pulse energies of 0.5 and 1.5 mJ produced appreciable signal
of Victoria blue on stainless steel, aluminum and copper slides. With 10 ns pulses of 0.25
mJ, significantly lower signal was detected for Victoria blue on copper slides than on the
other metals tested. This observation may be due to the higher work function or larger
thermal conductivity of copper. Victoria blue was not detected on any of the metals tested
when 0.15 mJ, 10 ns laser pulses were used.
A comparison of ns and fs LEMS of liquid and dry protein samples revealed
similar spectra for both cytochrome c and myoglobin deposited on stainless steel. This
suggests that ns-LEMS is a soft ionization technique capable of detecting
macromolecules. To test if ns-LEMS is capable of analyzing biological samples, human
whole blood was analyzed. Nanosecond LEMS was successful in the simultaneous
detection of proteins, lipids and metabolites. Surprisingly, ns-LEMS was able to detect
intact αβ+2 heme complexes even though a denaturing ESI solvent was used to facilitate
efficient ionization. Analysis of thin (50 μm) pig lives tissue sections by ns-LEMS
produced spectra with features of lipids, metabolites and proteins. Thick (100 μm) pig
liver sections were not successfully analyzed by ns-LEMS. When thin tissue samples
were irradiated with the laser pulses the photons passed through the sample and
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interacted with the metal surface to produce a plasma and vaporized the tissue above the
laser spot. This mechanism is not possible with thicker slices because some photons may
be lost through absorption and scattering within the tissue sample making the intensity of
the light hitting the metal insufficient to cause vaporization or tissue is vaporized at the
metal interface but could not break through the thicker tissue. Nanosecond LEMS was
also proven to be ineffective at analyzing plant leaves and flower petals.
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CHAPTER 3
QUANTIFICATION OF PROTEIN-LIGAND INTERACTIONS BY
FEMTOSECOND LASER ELECTROSPRAY MASS SPECTROMETRY

3.1 Overview
In this chapter femtosecond laser electrospray mass spectrometry (fs-LEMS) was
used to measure the dissociation constant (Kd) for hen egg white lysozyme (HEWL) and
N,N’,N”-triacetylchitotriose (NAG3). Experimental measurements revealed an apparent
Kd value of 183.2±14.9 µM for the fs-LEMS ligand titration method. Similar
measurements for N,N’,N”,N”’-tetraacetylchitotetraose (NAG4) revealed an apparent Kd
of 254.5±6.5 µM. An electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) experiment
determined a Kd value of 13.7±1.5 µM. In a second fs-LEMS approach, a calibrated
measurement was used to determine a Kd value of 6.8±1.5 µM for NAG3. The capture
efficiency of fs-LEMS was measured to be 3.6±1.8% and is defined as the fraction of fsLEMS sample detected after merging with the ESI plume. When the dilution is factored
into the ligand titration measurement, the adjusted Kd value was 6.6 µM for NAG3 and
9.2 µM for NAG4. The calibration method for measuring Kd developed in this study can
be applied to solutions containing unknown analyte concentrations.
3.2 Introduction
Electrospray ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) investigations of noncovalent interactions provide information that can lead to the identification of binding
partners and stoichiometry for protein-metal, protein-ligand, protein-protein, and protein78

DNA complexes [1, 2]. Non-covalent interactions are usually quantified by measuring
binding strength as represented by dissociation constant Kd for inhibitor screening and
drug discovery [3-6]. In the most simple non-covalent protein-ligand system, apparent Kd
is calculated by:
𝐾𝑑 =

[𝑃]𝑒𝑞 [𝐿]𝑒𝑞
[𝑃𝐿]𝑒𝑞

(3.1)

where [P]eq is the concentration of free protein, [L]eq is the concentration of free
ligand and [PL]eq is the concentration of protein-ligand in solution equilibrium. When
ESI-MS is used to determine Kd the mass spectrometer is typically tuned to detect the
peaks corresponding to the free protein and the protein-ligand complex, and the free
ligand is not measured [2, 7-10]. In such measurements the concentration of the protein is
kept constant and the ligand is titrated into the ESI solution. A plot of [PL]eq/[P]eq vs.
[L]eq yields a straight line with its slope, m = 1/Kd. The value for [PL]eq/[P]eq is obtained
directly from the mass spectra while [L]eq is calculated by subtracting the concentration
of the protein-ligand complex from the initial ligand concentration [2, 9].
ESI-based techniques employed to study solution based non-covalent molecular
interactions have limitations [8, 11-13]. Desolvation during electrospray affects both
intra- and inter-molecular electrostatic, H-bonding and hydrophobic interactions [7]. One
assumption is that the ion intensity of the observed complex and free molecule(s)
represents an accurate measure of the relative solution phase concentrations [14-16].
Investigations have yielded binding strengths ranging from 6.0±1.0 µM to 59.8±17.6 µM
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for complexes of hen egg white lysozyme (HEWL) and N,N’,N”-triacetylchitotriose
(NAG3) [2, 8, 17, 18].
Laser-ESI hybrid techniques allow the decoupling of sampling and ionization
steps [19]. Analyte sampling via desorption may occur by resonant matrix absorption of
photon energy [20], thermal ablation [19, 21], or non-resonant multi-photon absorption
[22]. ESI solution/solvents can be independently changed to control analyte ionization
and charge distribution [23, 24]. Hybrid systems enable direct sampling of surfaces [19,
21, 22, 25, 26], enhanced quantitative analysis [19, 27], spatially resolved analysis [19,
28-32], and rapid throughput analysis [19]. Laser-assisted electrospray ionization
(LAESI) has been used to analyze the interaction between human amylin and copper (II)
ions for which an apparent Kd value was measured [33], that was an order of magnitude
larger than that determined by fluorescence spectroscopy [34]. In the LAESI experiment,
Kd values were calculated using the same titration method employed for ESI studies.
During the analysis of solution based analytes by laser-ESI hybrid techniques,
droplets generated by laser ejection are captured by charged droplets emerging from the
ESI source [21, 22]. The union of these droplets cause a dilution of the original sample
droplets followed by an increase in concentration as the solvent evaporates. The time
lapse between the merging of the droplets and full desolvation is estimated to occur
within a few milliseconds [24, 35]. This may be long enough for re-equilibration to occur
between the non-covalent complex and free protein and ligand because the mechanical
motions of lysozyme molecules required for substrate binding or release occurs within
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~40 µs [36]. To measure accurate values for binding strengths using a laser-ESI hybrid
technique, the concentration of the analytes within the droplets prior to desolvation
should be considered.
Laser electrospray mass spectrometry (LEMS) is an ambient sampling technique
that employs femtosecond, near-IR laser pulses to non-discriminately vaporize samples
[22]. Unlike most other laser hybrid techniques, LEMS does not require sample
preparation [19]. This attribute is important for investigating non-covalent protein-ligand
interactions because sample preparation such as the addition of matrix molecules [20], or
dehydration [21] typically denatures protein and reduces the ability to bind substrate.
Hence sample preparation may hamper the accurate measurement of binding strengths.
Analytes investigated using LEMS acquire the same or less internal energy as those
investigated using conventional ESI [37, 38]. LEMS has been used to successfully
investigate lipids [39], proteins [22, 32, 40], and both wet and dry samples containing
other biologically relevant analytes [19]. LEMS has been used to qualitatively investigate
the non-covalent interactions between myoglobin and heme [23], and can yield
quantitative analysis of surfaces [41] and mixtures [27] that is superior to conventional
ESI. These studies suggest that the determination of non-covalent binding strengths using
LEMS may be feasible.
This chapter will report a new method by which LEMS can be used to
quantitatively probe non-covalent interactions and binding strengths between the protein,
hen egg white lysozyme (HEWL) and its ligand, N,N’,N”-triacetylchitotriose (NAG3).
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ESI calibration curve for NAG3 was measured in the presence of an internal standard to
account for ESI intensity fluctuations and to determine the concentration of NAG3 in the
merged droplets. LEMS analysis was then performed on solutions containing a constant
HEWL concentration and various concentrations of NAG3. For comparison, we also
investigated via separate LEMS and ESI titration methods using only protein
measurements for calculation of Kd. The quantitative LEMS method reported here will
allow Kd measurements to be made from samples of unknown concentrations. This has
never been demonstrated by any other MS method. This method may be preferred to
conventional ESI as it can also be applied for analysis of protein complexes directly from
biological tissue surfaces, providing additional spatial information that would not be
available if the sample is homogenized to perform conventional ESI measurements.
3.3 Experimental Section
3.3.1

Sample Preparation
Aqueous stock solutions of 5.0 mM NAG3, 5.0 mM N,N’,N’’,N’’’-

tetracetylchitotetraose, NAG4 (V-Labs Inc., Covington, LA, USA), 50.0 mM ammonium
acetate (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA), 4.0 mM 1,2-dihexanoyl-sn-glycero-3phosphocholine, DHPC (Avanti Polar Lipids, Inc., Alabaster, AL, USA), and 2.5 mM
HEWL (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) were prepared in HPLC grade water
(Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA, USA). All LEMS samples were prepared by
combining and diluting stock solutions of HEWL and NAG3 to create samples with a
concentration of 250 µM HEWL and concentrations ranging from 0 to 500 µM NAG3.
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The electrospray solvent used for Kd measurements by the LEMS ligand titration method
was prepared by diluting the stock ammonium acetate solution with HPLC grade water to
achieve a final concentration of 25 mM. The electrospray solvents used to calibrate the
ligand intensity were prepared by combining and diluting stock solutions of ammonium
acetate, DHPC and NAG3, to create electrospray solutions of 25.0 mM ammonium
acetate, 400 nM DHPC and concentrations ranging from 500 nM to 10 µM of NAG3. The
electrospray solvent used to measure Kd by the calibrated NAG3 intensities contained
25.0 mM aqueous ammonium acetate and 400 nM DHPC. ESI ligand titration
experiments were performed by combining and diluting stock solutions to create ESI
samples of 10.0 µM HEWL and concentrations ranging from 2.0 µM to 10.0 µM NAG3
with 25.0 mM ammonium acetate and 400 nM DHPC.
3.3.2

Laser vaporization and Electrospray Ionization
The instrumentation for laser vaporization, electrospray ionization, and mass

spectral detection has been previously described in detail [24]. A Ti:sapphire laser
oscillator (KM Laboratories, Boulder, CO, USA) seeded a regenerative amplifier
(Coherent, Inc., Santa Clara, CA) to create a 2.5 mJ pulse centered at 800 nm with a
duration of 70 fs, operating at 10 Hz to couple with the electrospray ion source. The laser
was focused to a spot size of ∼300 μm in diameter using a 16.9 cm focal length lens with
an incident angle of 45° with respect to the sample. The intensity of the laser at the
substrate was approximately 2 × 1013 W/cm2. The steel sample plate was biased to −2.0
kV to compensate for the distortion of the electric field between the capillary and the
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needle caused by the sample stage. The area sampled was 6.4 mm below and 2 mm in
front of the electrospray needle. The distance between the electrospray needle and the
mass spectrometer inlet was 6.4 mm. Protein-ligand sample solutions were prepared by
serial dilutions of stock solutions to achieve a final protein concentration of 250 μM
while ligand concentration was varied from 0 to 250 µM. An aliquot of 6 μL sample
solution was deposited unto a sample plate and then exposed to the focused laser beam
until the entire sample was vaporized (~5 s). The sample was ejected in a direction
perpendicular to the electrospray plume, where capture and ionization occurred.
The electrospray solution was pumped at a flow rate of 3 μL/min using a syringe
pump (Havard Apparatus, Holliston, MA, USA). The electrospray needle, with an
internal diameter of 127 µm, was kept at ground. The MS inlet was biased to -4.5 kV. A
countercurrent of nitrogen gas (180°C) flowed at 4 L/min to assist the desolvation
process. The vaporized and post-ionized analytes were analyzed by a high resolution
mass spectrometer (Bruker MicroTOF-Q II, Bruker Daltonics, Billerica, Germany) which
was tuned for a wide m/z range (m/z between 200 and 2500). Prior to LEMS experiments,
the mass spectrometer was calibrated with a solution of 99:1 (v/v) acetonitrile/ESI
calibrant (#63606-10 ML, Fluka Analytical/ Sigma Aldrich, Buchs, Switzerland) over a
mass range of m/z 50-3000. Raw spectra were recorded at a rate of 1 Hz and then
averaged, processed, and analyzed using Compass Data Analysis 4.0 Software by Bruker
Daltonics.
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3.3.3

Safety Considerations
All lab personnel were protected from high voltages by insulating shields. For

protection against laser radiation, lab personnel wore appropriate eye protection.
3.4 Results and Discussion
3.4.1

Determining Kd Values via LEMS Ligand Titration
To perform the fs-LEMS measurement of Kd for the HEWL-NAG3 complex, an

aqueous solution containing 250 µM of HEWL was first laser vaporized into an ESI
plume containing 25 mM ammonium acetate. The LEMS spectrum contained two
dominant ion features at m/z 1,789.1 and 2,044.6 which correspond to [M + 8H]8+ and [M
+ 7H]7+, respectively (Figure 3.1a) suggesting that the HEWL is in the native, folded
conformation in the droplets [42]. Two minor ion features were also detected at m/z
1,590.4 and 2,385.1 which correspond to [M + 9H]9+ and [M + 6H]6+, respectively
(Figure 3.1a) LEMS of HEWL revealed a deconvoluted molar mass of ~14,304.8 amu
which is in agreement with the molar mass of 14,304.7 amu obtained from an ESI
experiment and the theoretical molar mass of HEWL of ~14,305.1 amu [2]. A 6 µL
aliquot of 250 µM HEWL sample solution containing 0 µM to 250 µM NAG3 was
deposited onto the sample stage and laser vaporized into an aqueous ESI plume
containing 25 mM ammonium acetate. LEMS analysis of a solution of HEWL and NAG3
revealed three major additional ion signals (Figures 3.1b-f). The peaks at m/z 1,867.6 and
2,134.3 corresponds to the HEWL-NAG3 complex [M + 8H]8+ and [M + 7H]7+ charge
states respectively, and a peak at m/z 628.3 (not shown) that corresponds to free NAG3.
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Two additional minor ion signals at m/z 1,660.2 and 2,489.8 corresponds to the HEWLNAG3 complex [M + 9H]9+ and [M + 6H]6+ charge states, respectively (figure 3.1b-f)
These LEMS measurements reveal that the deconvoluted molar mass of the complex
between HEWL and NAG3 is 14,932.8 amu. The difference in the measured mass
between HEWL and HEWL-NAG3 complex is 628.0 amu which is in agreement with the
molar mass of NAG3 (627.6 amu).
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Figure 3.1. Mass spectra representing laser induced vaporization of 250 µM HEWL with
(a) 0 µM, (b) 50 µM, (c) 100 µM, (d) 150 µM, (e) 200 µM, (f) 250 µM NAG3 into the ES
of 25mM aqueous ammonium acetate. The m/z range is extended to include minor ion
features at m/z 1,590.4 and 2,385.1 which correspond to HEWL [M + 9H]9+ and [M +
6H]6+ respectively. Minor ion signals at m/z 1,660.2 and 2,489.8 correspond to the
HEWL-NAG3 complex [M + 9H]9+ and [M + 6H]6+ charge states, respectively.
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The abundance ratio (R) of all detected charge states, for free HEWL and HEWLNAG3 complex was assumed to represent the ratio of HEWL-NAG3 complex and free
HEWL concentrations in solution using:

[𝑃𝐿]𝑒𝑞 ∑ 𝐼 [𝑃 ∙ 𝐿]𝑛+
=
=𝑅
∑ 𝐼 [𝑃]𝑛+
[𝑃]𝑒𝑞

(3.2)

where ∑ 𝐼 [𝑃 ∙ 𝐿]𝑛+ represents the sum of the signal intensity corresponding to
HEWL-NAG3 complex and ∑ 𝐼 [𝑃]𝑛+ represents the sum of the signal intensity
corresponding to free HEWL. The value of Kd was determined by constructing a plot of R
vs. free NAG3 (equation 3.3) [2, 9]:

1
=
𝐾𝑑

𝑅
𝑅[𝑃]
[𝐿]𝑖 − 𝑅 + 1𝑖

(3.3)

where [𝐿]𝑖 is the initial concentration of NAG3 and [𝑃]𝑖 is the initial
concentration of HEWL and the denominator on the right side represents the
concentration of free NAG3. In this approach the MS peak intensity of free NAG3 is not
considered, instead the denominator in equation 3.3 is used to calculate the concentration
of free NAG3. Inspection of figure 3.1b-f reveals that the ion intensities for the complex
at m/z 1,867.6 and 2,134.3 increases as the total NAG3 concentration increases. The Rvalue was plotted as a function of the concentration of free ligand in Figure 3.2 and the
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inverse of the slope of the best-fit line (m-1) represents Kd. In the construction of the bestfit line, each point was weighted based on the inverse square of the error bars. The
apparent Kd value for HEWL-NAG3 complex was 183.2±14.9 µM (Table 3.1). This value
is similar to the Kd value of 169.1 µM measured by reactive desorption electrospray
ionization mass spectrometry (DESI-MS). In the reactive DESI experiment the mixing of
HEWL and NAG3 occurred after the Taylor cone and the large Kd value was attributed
due to poor mixing within the droplets [43]. A Kd value of 11.1 µM was measured by
isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC), which is considered the standard for quantifying
protein-carbohydrate interactions [44].
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Figure 3.2. LEMS titration plot of HEWL-NAG3/free HEWL concentration as a function
of the free NAG3 concentration calculated using the denominator in equation 3.3. The
value of the slope’s inverse gives a Kd value of 183.2±14.9 µM (R2 = 0.96). Error bars
correspond to ±1 standard deviation of three measurements.
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Table 3.1. Literature and experimental Kd values for lysozyme-NAG3 calculated by
different methods.
Method
Diffusion MS [17]
UV [45]
LEMSa
LEMSb
Fluorescence [46]
ESI [42]
ESI [2]
DESI [44]
ITC [44]
ESIc
ESSI [8]
NanoESI [8]
ESI [8]
Reactive DESI[43]
LEMSd

Kd (µM)
6.0 ± 1.0
6.6
6.6 µM
6.8 ± 1.5
8.6
9.24 ± 0.58
10.0
10.0
11.1
13.7±1.5 µM
19.4 ± 3.6
39.8 ± 8.1
59.8 ± 17.6

169.1
183.2±14.9
a
Kd calculated via LEMS ligand intensity calibration method
b

Kd calculated by adjusting value of LEMS ligand titration method

c

Kd calculated via ESI ligand titration method (current experiment)

d

Kd calculated via LEMS ligand titration method
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The Kd value of the HEWL-NAG4 complex was determined to further test the
method. LEMS spectra of HEWL and NAG4 are shown in figure 3.3. Ion signals
corresponding to free HEWL and HEWL-NAG4 complex were detected for charge states
ranging from 9+ to 6+. From these measurements, a titration plot was constructed as
shown in figure 3.4 and the inverse of the slope revealed an apparent Kd value of
254.5±6.5 µM for HEWL-NAG4 complex. As in the NAG3 experiment, the apparent
value for the Kd of HEWL-NAG4 complex is more than an order of magnitude larger than
the Kd value of 9.1 µM measured by isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) [44].
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Figure 3.3. Mass spectra representing laser induced vaporization of 250 µM HEWL with,
(a) 50 µM, (b) 100 µM, (c) 150 µM, (d) 200 µM, (e) 250 µM NAG4 into the ES of 25mM
aqueous ammonium acetate.
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Figure 3.4. LEMS titration plot of HEWL-NAG4/free HEWL concentration as a function
of the free NAG4 concentration calculated using the denominator in equation 3.3. The
value of the slope’s inverse gives a Kd value of 254.5±6.5 µM (R2 = 0.99). Error bars
correspond to ±1 standard deviation of three measurements.
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3.4.2

Determining Kd Values via ESI Ligand Titration
As a comparison to the apparent Kd value measured via the LEMS titration

experiment, an ESI titration experiment was carried out to measure the K d value of the
HEWL-NAG3 complex. ESI solutions of 25.0 mM ammonium acetate, 400 nM 1,2dihexanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DHPC) used as an internal standard, 10.0 µM
HEWL and concentrations ranging from 2.0 µM to 10.0 µM of NAG3 were prepared and
analyzed. A shift to higher charge states was observed with increasing ligand
concentration with saturation in the shift occurring at approximately 8.0 µM (figure 3.5).
A shift in charge state distribution was not observed in the LEMS measurements which
were taken at concentrations that were an order of magnitude higher than the ESI
measurements (figure 3.1). This shift in charge state coincides with a previously reported
change in the conformation of lysozyme in the presence of a substrate [36]. Charge states
corresponding to [M + 6H]6+, [M + 7H]7+, [M + 8H]8+ and [M + 9H]9+ were used in
equations 3.2 and 3.3. To determine Kd, the R-value was plotted as a function of the
concentration of free ligand in Figure 3.6. In the construction of the best-fit line, each
point was weighted based on the inverse square of the error bars. The Kd value for
HEWL-NAG3 complex was 13.7±1.5 µM µM which is in agreement with the Kd value of
11.1 µM measured by ITC [44]. This suggests that the large apparent Kd value measured
in the LEMS experiment is not due to dissociation of the complex in the gas phase.
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Figure 3.5. Mass spectra representing ESI-MS of 25mM aqueous ammonium acetate,
400nM DHPC and 10µM HEWL with (a) 2 µM, (b) 4 µM, (C) 6 µM, (d) 8 µM, (e) 10
µM NAG3.
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Figure 3.6. ESI titration plot of HEWL-NAG3/free HEWL concentration as a function of
the free NAG3 concentration calculated using the denominator in equation 3. The value of
the slope’s inverse gives a Kd value of 13.7±1.5 µM (R2 = 0.94). Error bars correspond to
±1 standard deviation of three measurements.
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Two plots were constructed to analyze the system response between the measured
ion signal intensity of free NAG3 and the calculated concentration of free NAG3 based on
the denominator of equation 3.3. A plot of the measured ion signal intensity of NAG3
(m/z 628.3) as a function of the calculated concentration of free NAG3 revealed poor
linearity, with an R2 value of < 0.50 as shown in figure 3.7. Conversely, a plot of the ion
signal intensity of NAG3 divided by the ion signal intensity of the internal standard
DHPC (m/z 454.3) as a function of the calculated concentration of free NAG3 revealed
better linearity with an R2 value of 0.78 as shown in figure 3.8.
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Figure 3.7. ESI titration plot for the ion signal intensity of NAG3 as a function of free
NAG3 concentration calculated using the denominator in equation 3.3. Resulting data
points correspond to aqueous NAG3 concentrations of 2.0 µM, 4.0 µM, 6.0 µM, 8.0 µM,
and 10.0 µM respectively, with 10 µM of HEWL, 400 nM DHPC and 25 mM ammonium
acetate. Error bars correspond to ±1 standard deviation of three measurements.
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Figure 3.8. ESI titration plot for the ion signal intensity of NAG3 divided by the ion
signal intensity of DHPC as a function of free NAG3 concentration calculated using the
denominator in equation 3. Resulting data points correspond to aqueous NAG3
concentrations of 2.0 µM, 4.0 µM, 6.0 µM, 8.0 µM, and 10.0 µM respectively, with 10
µM of HEWL, 400 nM DHPC and 25 mM ammonium acetate. R2 = 0.78 and error bars
correspond to ±1 standard deviation of three measurements.
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3.4.3

Determining Kd Values via Ligand Intensity Calibration
A calibration curve for the ESI response of NAG3 was measured to determine the

concentration of free ligand in the droplet after laser vaporization. The concentration of
free ligand can then be used to further refine Kd. ESI solutions were prepared with
concentrations of NAG3 varying between 500 nM and 10 µM. The lipid 1,2-dihexanoylsn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DHPC) was used as an internal standard at a concentration
of 400 nM in 25 mM ammonium acetate to normalize for variation in the ESI signal
intensities. The relative intensity ratio of NAG3 and internal standard was plotted as a
function of the concentration of NAG3 to produce the calibration curve. The resulting
spectra show a linear increase in the intensity of the NAG3 ion at m/z 628.3 relative to the
DHPC ion at m/z 454.3 as the NAG3 concentration is increased (Figure 3.9). A plot of the
intensity of NAG3 (m/z 628.3) divided by the intensity DHPC (m/z 454.3) as a function of
the known concentration of NAG3 reveals a R2 value of 0.99, as shown in figure 3.10. For
comparison, a plot of the ion intensity of NAG3 as a function of concentration without
consideration of the internal standard reveals an R2 value of 0.15 as shown in figure 3.11,
presumably due to variation in the ESI system. An internal standard was not considered
for calibrating the absolute signal intensities of HEWL and HEWL-NAG3 complex
because the ratio of the relative intensities of the mass spectral responses observed for
both species reflects the ratio of HEWL to HEWL-NAG3 complexes assuming the
instrument response function is the same for each species.
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Figure 3.9. Representative ESI mass spectra of 400nM DHPC as an internal standard
with (a) 500 nM, (b) 1µM, (c) 2 µM, (d) 5 µM, (e) 10 µM of NAG3. All unlabeled peaks
are ESI solvent background ions.
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y = 128114 (x) – 0.034

Figure 3.10. Calibration curve for the ESI response of NAG3 with 400 nM DHPC as an
internal standard (R2 = 0.99). The error bars correspond to ±1 standard deviation of three
measurements.
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Figure 3.11. Plot of the ion intensity of NAG3 as a function of concentration prepared
without consideration of the internal standard. Error bars correspond to ±1 standard
deviation of three measurements.
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The concentration of free ligand captured within the ESI plume, [L]capt, during the
analysis of HEWL-NAG3 solutions was determined by equation 3.4, which was obtained
from the best fit line of the NAG3 calibration curve in figure 3.10.

[𝐿]𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑡

(𝐼)𝑁𝐴𝐺3
(
) + 0.034
(𝐼)𝐷𝐻𝑃𝐶
=
128114(L/mol)

(3.4)

where (𝐼)𝑁𝐴𝐺3 represents the intensity of NAG3 and (𝐼)𝐷𝐻𝑃𝐶 represents the intensity
of DHPC (internal standard), 0.034 is the value of the y-intercept of figure 3.10 and
128,114 L/mol is the slope of the data in figure 3.10.
LEMS analysis was performed on 6 µL aliquots of aqueous solutions containing
250 µM lysozyme with concentrations varying from 100 to 500 µM NAG3. Samples were
laser vaporized into an aqueous electrospray solution containing 400 nM of the internal
standard and 25 mM ammonium acetate. The resulting spectra contained features
corresponding to DHPC, NAG3, the 7+, 8+ and 9+ charge states of HEWL, and the
corresponding charge states of HEWL-NAG3 complex (figure 3.12). The ratio between
the detected free NAG3 and internal standard intensities was used to determine the
concentration of free NAG3 within the ESI droplet, [L]capt. The Kd values were then
determined using [L]capt and the ratio of the intensities of HEWL-NAG3 complex and free
HEWL (equation 3.5).
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Figure 3.12. Mass spectra representing laser induced vaporization of 400 µM NAG3 and
250 µM HEWL into the ES plume containing 25mM aqueous ammonium acetate with
400nM DHPC.
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𝐾𝑑 =

[𝐿]𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑡 [𝑃]𝑒𝑞 [𝐿]𝑐𝑎𝑝𝑡
=
[𝑃𝐿]𝑒𝑞
𝑅

(3.5)

Three measurements were made for each concentration and the averages of these values
were then used to determine Kd. The Kd values ranged from 5.1 µM to 8.4 µM (Table
3.2). These results are in agreement with other studies as seen in Table 3.1. The much
higher Kd value measured by LEMS without [L]capt suggests that there is a re-equilibrium
between the HEWL and NAG3 after merging of the laser vaporized droplets with the
electrospray generated droplets.
The calibration method provides a means to calculate a precise capture efficiency
of LEMS from the amount of sample detected in the mass spectrometer. After laser
vaporization into an ESI plume the analyte concentration may be less than that in the
original sample due to the additional electrospray droplet volume. The concentration then
decreases because the vaporized analyte droplets merge into the droplets from the ESI
plume, increasing the total volume. To determine the extent of the effective dilution of
the analyte we assumed that droplets generated from the vaporization of solution
maintain the original molar ratio of all initial species. This can be represented by equation
3.6.
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Table 3.2. The individual Kd values for lysozyme-NAG3 calculated via LEMS
measurements for various concentrations using the ligand intensity calibration method.
NAG3/Lyz (µM)
100/250
200/250
300/250
400/250
500/250
Average Kd
Std. Dev.

Kd (µM)
5.6
5.1
8.4
6.9
8.1
6.8
1.5
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[𝐿]𝑖 ∙ [𝑃]𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝
[𝐿]𝑖 [𝐿]𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝
=
∴ [𝐿]𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝 =
[𝑃]𝑖 [𝑃]𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝
[𝑃]𝑖

(3.6)

[L]drop represents the total concentration of ligand captured in the ESI plume, [L]i
represents the initial ligand concentration in the LEMS sample, [P]drop represents the total
concentration of protein captured in the ESI plume and [P]i represents the initial protein
concentration in the LEMS sample. Kd can be represented by the following equation
using the droplet concentrations, [L]drop and [P]drop.

1
=
𝐾𝑑

𝑅
[𝐿]𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝 −

𝑅 [𝑃]𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝
𝑅+1

(3.7)

We can solve for the value of [𝑃]𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝 by substituting the expression for [𝐿]𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝 in
equation (3.6) into equation (3.7) to yield the following.
[𝐿]𝑖
𝑅
𝐾𝑑 𝑅 = [𝑃]𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝 (
−
)
[𝑃]𝑖
𝑅+1

(3.8)

The individual Kd value corresponding to each concentration (Table 3.2) was used to
solve [P]drop. The initial concentration of protein, [𝑃]𝑖 in all LEMS samples was 250 µM
and our calculations yielded an average [𝑃]𝑑𝑟𝑜𝑝 = 8.9 µM which suggests that the
capture efficiency of LEMS is 3.6 ± 1.8%. This value is in agreement with the capture
efficiency of 2.4 ± 1.5% reported for oxycodone on steel sample plates using LEMS [47].
A Kd value adjusted for the dilution factor can be calculated by assuming that 3.6% of the
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LEMS sample concentration is captured into the ESI plume. The adjusted concentration
of free ligand is calculated by:

𝑅[𝑃]𝑖
[𝐿]𝑎𝑑𝑗 = 0.036 ([𝐿]𝑖 −
)
𝑅−1

(3.9)

where [L]adj is the value of the free ligand within the droplet assuming that 3.6% of the
LEMS sample is captured. Using the dilution factor as similarly reported in a reactive
DESI experiment, [43] the original HEWL-NAG3 Kd value of 183.2 µM becomes 6.6 µM
which is in agreement with values reported in literature (Table 3.1). The same dilution
factor was used for HEWL-NAG4, providing a Kd value of 9.2 µM which is in agreement
to the value of 9.1 µM reported for ITC measurements [44].
3.5 Conclusions
Femtosecond LEMS was used to study the non-covalent protein-ligand interaction
between lysozyme and NAG3. Two different methods were employed to solve for the Kd
values. The first method used the ligand titration scheme that is generally used for ESI
studies. This method yielded an apparent Kd value of 183.2±14.9 µM which is more than
an order of magnitude larger than the Kd values obtained via other conventional ESI-MS
methods. An ESI ligand titration experiment was used to measure Kd value of 13.7±1.5
µM. This suggests that in the LEMS experiment, dissociation of the complex is not
occurring in the gas phase. A hypothesis was made that the apparent high Kd value
measured with LEMS is because the capture efficiency and ESI droplet volume decreases
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the concentration of ligand and protein in the ESI droplets. Assuming the complex reequilibrates, the decrease in concentration would increase the apparent Kd value. The
second LEMS method accounts for the ligand concentration using an ESI calibration
curve measured with an internal standard prior to LEMS analysis of protein-ligand
solutions. The intensity of the free ligand relative to the internal standard was used to
calculate the effective concentration of the ligand after the laser vaporized sample was
captured by electrospray droplets. The effective ligand concentration was then used along
with protein and protein–ligand complex MS signals to determine a Kd value of 6.8±1.5
µM which is in agreement to other reported values. The calibration method can be used
to probe solutions containing unknown analyte concentrations. The calibration also
allowed the calculation of the capture efficiency of LEMS. The measurement suggested
that ~3.6% of the original sample concentration is captured in the ESI plume. When this
is factored into the original LEMS ligand titration experiments, the adjusted Kd values for
NAG3 and NAG4 are 6.6 µM and 9.2 µM respectively. These values are also in
agreement with previously reported Kd measurements [44].
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CHAPTER 4
THE CAPABILITIES AND LIMITATIONS OF FEMTOSECOND LASER
VAPORIZATION FOLLOWED BY FLOWING ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE
AFTERGLOW IONIZATION FOR MASS SPECTRAL ANALYSIS

4.1 Overview
In this chapter, a femtosecond laser is used to vaporize samples from the ambient
area in front of a mass spectrometry inlet. Vaporized material is then ionized by a direct
current micro-sized flowing atmospheric pressure afterglow (FAPA) source with helium
as the discharge gas. Whole Claritin D® pills were analyzed by vaporizing from different
distances from the FAPA source. Loratadine was detected along with a few fragments.
Changes to the vaporization distance from the ion source resulted in a change in the
fragmentation pattern of loratadine. When the laser was used to vaporize a Claritin D®
pill placed 1 mm in front the mass spectrometer inlet, loratadine parent and a fragment
ion were detected without the use of the FAPA source. Analysis of dried lipid molecules
produced parent and fragment ions of the two lipids tested. Mouse brain tissue samples
were analyzed and produced repeating features corresponding to several oxidation states
of a parent and fragment ions of cholesterol. A wire mesh was placed 6 mm in front of
the FAPA source and biased to 400 V caused an extension of the afterglow to the mesh.
This voltage extended FAPA (VEx-FAPA) resulted in a reduction in background signal
of some ions. VEx-FAPA analysis also resulted in a decrease in fragmentation and
oxidation of loratadine.
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4.2 Introduction
The reactive gas produced by plasma sources has been used to chemically ionize
analytes subsequent to mass spectral analysis for over 40 years. The technology available
in the 1970’s required that samples for elemental [1] and molecular [2, 3] analysis by
placed into a vacuum. By the late 1980’s plasma mass spectrometry (MS) was able to
detect trace organic compounds in ambient air [4]. The success of desorption electrospray
ionization (DESI) for ambient liquid and solid sample analysis [5] marked the beginning
of a widespread interest in ambient MS analysis. Electrospray and plasma based
techniques are the two main categories for ambient MS. In 2005, direct analysis in real
time (DART) became the first plasma source to report the analysis of ambient samples
[6]. Since DART was reported, other plasma devices have been developed for ambient
MS analysis including flowing atmospheric pressure afterglow (FAPA) [7, 8], dielectric
barrier discharge ionization (DBDI) [9] and low temperature plasma (LTP) probe [10].
More detailed descriptions of these plasma sources can be found in the first chapter of
this thesis (section 1.7).
Plasma sources generally use a high electric potential between two electrodes in
the presence of a discharge gas. For MS analysis, helium is the most common gas used
in plasma sources, and was chosen as the discharge gas for the plasma experiments
described in this thesis. Helium atoms become electronically excited or ionized after
colliding with accelerated electrons in the high electric field. Theses excited helium
atoms and ions then exit the plasma source where they react with air or analyte
molecules in a series of reactions.
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Several reactions have been proposed to occur during plasma MS analysis [3, 6, 7,
11]. For the scope of this thesis the focus will be placed on the most common possible
reactions that occur when helium is used as the discharge gas for positive mode MS
analysis. Reactions 4.1 and 4.2 are the first reactions that occur within the plasma source
to create the initial reactive species (He+ and He*).
He + e-  He+ + 2e-

(reaction 4.1)

He + e-  He* + e-

(reaction 4.2)

He* represents an electronically excited metastable helium atom in the 23S (triplet)
excited state. The triplet state of a He atom is 19.8 eV higher in energy than the ground
state. The ionization potential for neutral He is 24.6 eV [12], however the highly unstable
He ion produced in reaction 4.1 is quickly neutralized via electron recombination making
future reactions with He* the likely pathway to analyte ionization.
The metastable He* species created in the plasma source then exit into the ambient
region of the mass spectrometer interface where a cascade of reactions can occur. The
primary reaction (penning ionization) is defined by reaction 4.3.
He* + M  M+ + He + e-

(reaction 4.3)

The symbol “M” in reaction 4.3 can be ambient air molecules or the sample
molecules. Several secondary reactions can occur from the products created in reaction
4.3.
Nitrogen molecules present in air can lead to the following reactions:
He* + N2  N2+ + He + e119

(reaction 4.4)

N2+ + N2 + N2 (3rd body)  N4+ + N2 (3rd body)

(reaction 4.5)

N4+ + M  2N2 + M+

(reaction 4.6)

Oxygen molecules present in air can lead to the following reactions:
He* + O2  O2+ + He + e-

(reaction 4.6)

O2+ + M  O2 + M+

(reaction 4.7)

Water molecules present in air can lead to the following reactions:
He* + H2O  H2O+ + He + e-

(reaction 4.8)

H2O+ + H2O  (H3O)+ + OH·

(reaction 4.9)

H3O+ + nH2O  [(H2O)n+1 + H]+

(reaction 4.10)

[(H2O)n+1 + H]+ + M  [M + H]+ + (H2O)n+1

(reaction 4.11)

From the reactions mentioned in this chapter there are three different pathways for
analyte ionization [6]. The primary and simplest ionization pathway is through direct
penning ionization (reaction 4.3). Direct penning ionization of analyte molecules occurs
in low yields because of competition with nitrogen, oxygen and water molecules present
in air. There is a higher probability for molecular nitrogen ions, created from penning
ionization, to undergo a third body reaction subsequent to a charge transfer reaction with
the analyte molecule (as described in equations 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6). Similarly, it is also
probable for water to be ionized by N4+ or N2+ before the cascade of reactions that occur
from reaction 4.9 through reaction 4.11 resulting in proton transfer to the analyte.
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Plasma sources provide several possible ionization methods for possible MS
detection for many types of analyte molecules [13]. Fragmentation, oxidation and
adduction have previously been observed to occur during plasma based MS experiments
[13, 14]. The species detected are based predominantly on the gas phase basicity,
ionization energy and stability of the analyte. The discharge gas temperature and
chemical composition of the ambient air (presence of trace molecules, dopant vapors or
contaminants) can also influence the ions produced during ambient plasma MS
experiments [15].
The flowing atmospheric pressure afterglow (FAPA) sources are modified versions
of the atmospheric-pressure glow discharge first described in 2006 [16]. The
nomenclature for the various types of FAPA sources are based on design and
arrangement of the electrodes. The pin-to-plate FAPA generates a plasma between a
biased pin electrode and a grounded plate electrode enclosed in a chamber. The discharge
gas exits the chamber through a small (~1 mm) orifice in the plate electrode [7]. The pinto-capillary FAPA design uses a grounded metallic capillary as the counter electrode
which also allows the plasma gas to exit into the sample region [17]. A halo-FAPA
source refers to a plasma device with an arrangement of concentric tubular electrodes to
act as both gas conduits and for plasma generation [18]. FAPA sources are usually
operated in a current adjusted mode ranging from a few to tens of milliamperes [7, 1620].
FAPA ion sources are simple and inexpensive to construct. As previously
mentioned in section 1.8, it is difficult to achieve good spatial information during mass
spectrometry imaging (MSI) experiments with a FAPA or other plasma source [8].
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Plasma sources depend on the thermal desorption for solid and liquid analysis. Chapter 2
of this thesis demonstrated that femtosecond (fs) laser ablation can be used to transfer
intact molecules from solid or liquid samples into the gas phase. Chapter 2 also proved
that fs laser ablation holds the competitive advantage over nanosecond (ns) laser
ablation in its ability to universally vaporize sample deposited on any surface. This is
not the case for the ns laser tested, which required that the sample be in direct contact
with a metal substrate and to be sufficiently thin to achieve vaporization.
In chapters 2 and 3 of this thesis, laser pulses were used in conjunction with
electrospray ionization (ESI) for ambient MS analysis. The focus of this chapter will be
on plasma based ambient MS. A fs laser would be used to vaporize different samples
into the reactive gas stream generated by a micro-sized FAPA source. This technique
would separate the desorption mechanism from the ionization step of MS analysis. In an
effort to minimize fragmentation and oxidation of analyte molecules observed during
micro-sized FAPA MS, the afterglow region was extended with a mesh electrode to
remove a portion of the overly reactive species. This modification when compared to the
original device yielded less oxidation and fragmentation.
4.3 Experimental Section
4.3.1

Sample Preparation
Stock solutions of 5.0 mM lysozyme (Sigma Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA), 1.0

mM 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC), and 1,2-diarachidoyl-snglycero-3-phosphocholine (DAPC) (Avanti Polar Lipids, Inc., Alabaster, AL, USA) were
prepared in HPLC grade water (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA, USA). All liquid stock
solutions were diluted to create 250 µM aqueous samples. For analysis of dried samples,
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10 µL aliquots were spotted on stainless steel slides and then dried in ambient air (20°C).
The dried droplets resulted in the adsorption of a ring-like pattern of neat lipid or protein
(~5 mm diameter) onto the sample slides. Claritin® allergy tablets were obtained overthe-counter at a local pharmacy (Rite Aid, Philadelphia, PA, USA) and analyzed whole.
Leaves from a golden pothos plant (Epipremnun aureum) were collected from
living plants. For sample analysis the leaves were detached from the plant and cut into ~
10 mm x 10 mm using a pair of scissors. Leaf samples were flattened and affixed to
stainless steel sample slides by gently applying downward pressure with an index finger
of ~ 200 g measured on a top loading balance (SI-602, Denver Instrument, Bohemia,
NY). The leaf sample slides were then placed on the sample stage without any other
treatment.
Fresh brain tissue was taken from an eight-week-old male C57BL/6J, (B6) mouse
(Jackson Laboratory, Bar Harbor, ME, USA) and kept in an ice-cooled phosphatebuffered saline (PBS) solution. Mouse brain tissue samples were created by sectioning
100 µm slices at -20 °C using a cryostat (Leica VT1000 S, Buffalo Grove, IL). The brain
sections were mounted on stainless steel slides and stored at -80 °C (U410, New
Brunswick Scientific, Enfield, CT). To avoid condensation, the tissue section slides were
brought to room temperature in a vacuum desiccator for ~30 min prior to being placed on
the sample stage for MS analysis.
4.3.2

Flowing Atmospheric Pressure Afterglow Ionization
A micro-FAPA was reconstructed based on a previously described design [20]. A

polyether ether ketone (PEEK) tee was used for the body of the source. The anode, a
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stainless-steel capillary (6.5 cm length, I.D. 0.254 mm, O.D. 0.457 mm, McMaster-Carr,
Elmhurst, IL, USA),was inserted into a ceramic-tube insulator (5 cm length, I.D 0.508
mm, O.D. 1.27 mm, Scientiﬁc Instrument Services, Ringoes, NJ, USA), with 2 mm of the
anode exposed beyond the ceramic tube. The tubes were then inserted into the tee and
held in place with an Upchurch LiteTouch™ liquid chromatography ﬁtting. Teﬂon tape
was used to seal the ﬁtting and to hold the anode ﬁrmly in place. The cathode, a stainlesssteel capillary (2.5 cm length, I.D. 1.37 mm, O.D. 1.83 mm, McMaster-Carr, Elmhurst,
IL, USA) was placed inside a second LiteTouch™ ﬁtting, and connected to the tee, so the
outer cathode extended 3 mm beyond the anode. Alligator clips and wire were used to
join the electrodes to the power supply. A third Upchurch LiteTouch™ ﬁtting was used
to attach the side arm of the tee to the helium supply line. The micro-FAPA discharge is
formed between the two concentric stainless-steel capillaries, isolated over most of their
length by the ceramic tube. The inner capillary (anode) extends two millimeters beyond
the ceramic, resulting in a region where the micro-FAPA discharge can form. The outer
capillary extends ﬁve millimeters beyond the insulator, separating the discharge from the
ambient atmosphere, and directing the afterglow to the ambient sample region. Power
was supplied to the micro-FAPA source through a high voltage power supply (Spellman
SL300, Hauppauge, NY, USA) operated in current-control mode. An extension of the
afterglow was created by applying 400 V to a grid electrode placed 6 mm in front of the
micro-FAPA. Figure 4.1 shows a schematic of the micro-FAPA source and figure 4.2 is a
photograph of the voltage extended FAPA (VEx-FAPA) during operation. The FAPA
source was operated with a 35 mA current and a constant helium pressure of 20 psi.
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4.3.3

Laser Vaporization and Ionization
Laser vaporization and mass spectral analysis of samples were achieved with the

same femtosecond laser and mass spectrometer instrument previously described in
chapter 3 of this thesis. The laser was operated at 2.0 mJ per pulse with a repetition rate
of 10 Hz. Samples were placed 6.4 mm below and 2 mm in front of the micro-FAPA
source. The sample was raster scanned by moving an x-y translational robotic stage
(MLS203-1, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ, USA) at a speed of 0.25 cm/s. The vaporized sample
was ejected in a direction perpendicular to the discharge gas flow from the FAPA, where
ionization occurred. The distance between the micro-FAPA source and the inlet was
varied, however in an effort to allow the vacuum to be maintained within the mass
spectrometer the FAPA source was never brought closer than 20 mm from the mass
spectrometer inlet.
4.3.4

Safety Considerations
All lab personnel were protected from high voltages by insulating shields. For

protection against laser radiation, lab personnel wore appropriate eye protection.
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Figure 4.1. Schematic of the micro-FAPA source.

Figure 4.2. Photograph of VEx-FAPA source during operation.
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4.4

Results and Discussion

4.4.1

Micro Flowing Atmospheric Pressure Afterglow Analysis of Loratadine
To test desorption and ionization of the micro-FAPA source, a whole Claritin®

tablet was placed ~1 mm in front of the ion source. The resulting mass spectrum (figure
4.3) shows numerous loratadine ion features. The structure for loratadine is shown in the
inset of figure 4.3. The feature at m/z 383.1 corresponds to the protonated parent
molecular ion ([M+H]+). The feature at m/z 381.1 may correspond to deprotonated
loratadine ([M-H]+), however literature suggests that a positive ion detected at 1 amu less
than the molar mass of the neutral molecule corresponds to the oxidation and loss of a
water molecule ([M+O+H-(H2O)]+) [21]. Several adducts at multiples of 16 were also
observed in the FAPA vaporized/ionized MS data which suggests that the peak at m/z
381.1 is due to oxidation and water loss. A fragment at m/z 244.1 and its oxidized product
at m/z 260.1 were also observed.
A control experiment was carried out to ensure that vaporization/ionization only
occurred when the micro-FAPA voltages were turned on. The micro-FAPA voltages were
turned off with a constant flow of helium at 20 psi. No signal was detected when
loratadine was placed in front the ion source.
4.4.2

Post Ionization of Loratadine by Micro-FAPA Subsequent to Femtosecond
Laser Vaporization
Femtosecond laser ablation followed by electrospray ionization (ESI) has been

successfully used to detect many molecules including small and large molecules from
neat samples, complex mixtures and biological tissue [22-34]. Chapter 2 demonstrated
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Figure 4.3. Mass spectrum of Claritin® pill directly desorbed and ionized by microFAPA. The inset shows the structure for loratadine.
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that nanosecond (ns) laser pulses could only be used for vaporizing molecules deposited
on metallic substrates. The universal nature of fs laser pulses coupled to ESI for matrixfree MS analysis has suggested that fs pulses can also be used to vaporize neutral
molecules for post ionization by ambient plasma sources.
Figure 4.4 shows the mass spectrum for loratadine vaporized 1 mm away from the
micro-FAPA source. The spectra contained features at m/z 383.1and m/z 381.1
corresponding to [M+H]+ and [M+O+H-(H2O)]+ respectively. Adducts from oxidation
([M+On+H]+ were also detected. The fragment at m/z 244.1 observed during conventional
plasma desorption/ionization was not detected when fs laser pulses were used to vaporize
Claritin® pills into the discharge gas flow. A new fragment that was not observed during
conventional plasma desorption/ionization was detected at m/z 337.1 when fs laser pulses
were used to vaporize Claritin® pills into the discharge gas flow. The fragment at m/z
337.1 corresponds to loss of the group attached to the carbonyl carbon ([M-(C2H5O)]+).
To investigate the effect of vaporizing loratadine at different distances from the
micro-FAPA source on the ions detected in the mass spectrometer, loratadine was
vaporized 1, 8, 16, and 24 mm away from the ion source. Figure 4.5 shows the mass
spectrum for loratadine vaporized 24 mm away from the micro-FAPA source. A two-fold
increase was observed for the relative intensity of the feature at m/z 337.1 ([M(C2H5O)]+) for loratadine vaporized 24 mm away from the micro-FAPA source compared
to loratadine vaporized 1 mm away from the micro-FAPA source. A two-fold decrease
was observed for the relative intensity of the feature at m/z 381.1 ([M+O+H-(H2O)]+) for
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Figure 4.4. Mass spectrum of Claritin® pill vaporized 1 mm away from the micro-FAPA
source by fs laser pulses.
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Figure 4.5. Mass spectrum of Claritin® pill vaporized 24 mm away from the microFAPA source by fs laser pulses.
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loratadine vaporized 24 mm away from the micro-FAPA source compared to loratadine
vaporized 1 mm away from the micro-FAPA source. A comparison of figures 4.4 and 4.5
also revealed a reduction of > 95% of oxidized species for loratadine vaporized 24 mm
away from the micro-FAPA source compared to loratadine vaporized 1 mm away from
the micro-FAPA source.
A plot of the relative intensities of m/z 383.1 ([M+H]+), m/z 381.1 ([M+O+H(H2O)]+) and m/z 337.1([M-(C2H5O)]+) as a function of distance vaporized from the ion
source is presented in figure 4.6. The plot shows an inverse relationship between
[M+O+H-(H2O)]+ and [M-(C2H5O)]+ ions. There is virtually no change in the relative
intensity of [M+H]+ ions as the distance of vaporization from the ion source is increased.
4.4.3

Direct Ambient Laser Vaporization and Ionization of Loratadine
To test the hypothesis that the [M-(C2H5O)]+ ions were the result of fragmentation

caused by laser irradiation, loratadine was vaporized at different distances from the ion
source with a gas pressure of 40 psi and the voltage turned off. These control experiments
yielded no MS signal. There were also no ions detected when the helium gas flow and
voltage of the FAPA source were shut off and the sample was vaporized at different
distances from the mass spectrometer inlet. The sample stage was raised and positioned
to place the sample ~ 1 mm below and ~1 mm away from the mass spectrometer inlet.
The Claritin® pill was irradiated with laser pulses and ion signals were detected. Figure
4.7 shows the spectrum produced by direct ambient laser vaporization and ionization of
loratadine in close proximity to the mass spectrometer inlet. The spectrum was dominated
by three major ions at m/z 443.2, m/z 383.1 and m/z 337.1. The feature at m/z 443.2 was
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identified as a contaminant because it was detected while the mass spectrometer was
operated without an ion source. The observation of the major feature at m/z 337.1
suggests that [M-(C2H5O)]+ is formed as a direct result of fs laser irradiation.
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Figure 4.6. Plot of the relative intensities of m/z 383.1 ([M+H]+) (black), m/z 381.1
([M+O+H-(H2O)]+) (blue), and m/z 337.1([M-(C2H5O)]+) (red) as a function of the
distance that Claritin® pill was vaporized from the ion source.
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Figure 4.7. Mass spectrum produced by direct ambient laser vaporization and ionization
of Claritin® pill vaporized 1 mm away from the mass spectrometer inlet.
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4.4.4

Analysis of Phosphocholine Lipids by Femtosecond Laser Vaporization and
Micro-FAPA Ionization
Lipids are small to medium sized molecules found in all biological tissue cells.

Detection of specific lipids can lead to the identification of different tissue types within
the same organ [35]. Lipid samples were analyzed by femtosecond laser vaporization into
the ionizing gas stream from the micro-FAPA source to investigate the mass spectral
response. The molecule, 1,2-dimyristoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DMPC) is a
phosphocholine lipid with two equal length saturated hydrocarbon chains made of 13
carbons each. Figure 4.8 shows the mass spectrum of DMPC vaporized ~1mm in front of
the micro-FAPA source. The small feature at m/z 678.5 corresponds to the protonated
parent molecular ion ([M+H]+) and the feature at m/z 636.4 is an unknown fragment. The
most dominant feature at m/z 495.4 corresponds to a fragment loss with a mass of 183
Da. The species detected at m/z 495.4 is the loss of the phosphocholine group from the
parent molecule resulting in the protonated cation [M-(C5H14O4P)+H]+. This fragment
was previously reported at m/z 494 as a radical cation in electron impact MS experiments
[36]. The two small features at m/z 509.4 and m/z 523.4 correspond to [M(C5H14O4P)+CH3]+ and [M-(C5H14O4P)+CH2CH3]+ respectively.
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Figure 4.8. Mass spectrum of DMPC vaporized ~1mm in front of the micro-FAPA
source.
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Analysis of 1,2-diarachidoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (DAPC) by laser
vaporized micro-FAPA ionization was carried out to test the precision of the
fragmentation pattern during analysis and the accuracy of the assignments given to the
respective m/z values detected for DMPC. DAPC is very similar in structure to DMPC.
The only difference between these two molecules is the length of the hydrocarbon chains
on the hydrophobic tail. Each hydrocarbon chain on DMPC consists of 13 carbons
whereas each hydrocarbon chain on DAPC consists of 19 carbons. Analysis of the
spectrum produced by DAPC (Figure 4.9) revealed an identical fragmentation pattern to
DMPC. The small feature at m/z 847.1 corresponds to the protonated parent molecular
ion ([M+H]+). The most dominant feature at m/z 664.0 correspond loss of the
phosphocholine group from the parent molecule resulting in the protonated cation [M(C5H14O4P)+H]+. Singly and doubly oxidized species of [M-(C5H13O4P)]+· were detected
at m/z 680.0 and m/z 696.0 respectively. The two features at m/z 678.0 and m/z 692.0
correspond to [M-(C5H14O4P)+CH3]+ and [M-(C5H14O4P)+CH2CH3]+ respectively.
The mass spectral response of DMPC and DAPC showed consistent
fragmentation for both molecules. This suggests that by creating a database, the
fragmentation patterns produced by laser vaporization and FAPA ionization can be used
to identify unknown molecules in pure samples. The multiple fragmentation patterns also
suggest that identification of multiple molecules in an unknown mixture or complex
sample will be difficult.
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Figure 4.9. Mass spectrum of DAPC vaporized ~1mm in front of the micro-FAPA
source.
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4.4.5

Analysis of Plant Leaf and Mouse Brain Tissue by Femtosecond Laser
Vaporization and Micro-FAPA Ionization
To test the hypothesis that the multiple fragmentation patterns produced during

the analysis of samples by laser vaporization and FAPA ionization can make it difficult to
identify multiple molecules in an unknown mixture or complex sample, fs-laser
vaporization and micro-FAPA ionization was used to analyze fresh plant leaf. Figure 4.10
shows a spectrum of plant leaf containing numerous features between m/z 300 and m/z
750. The overall signal intensity was low. The most abundant ion was detected at m/z
439.4 with < 70 counts. The first major peak in the plant leaf spectrum was at m/z 393.3
and was the first of several features in a bell-shaped distribution that may correspond to
multiple oxidation states of a molecule (repeating units of 16 Da). The numerous
oxidation states are similar to what was observed during the analysis of loratadine,
however, in such a complicated spectrum an assignment cannot be made for the features
found in the leaf sample because there is no way to identify the mass of the parent
molecule which may be present in one or more forms ([M+H]+, [M]+·, [M-(H2O)+H]+,
[M+OH]+ [M+O2H]+.
Mass spectral analysis of mouse brain tissue has been previously reported using
LEMS [37], matrix assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) [38-42], laser-ablation
electrospray ionization (LAESI) [43, 44], infrared matrix-assisted laser desorption
electrospray ionization (IR-MALDESI) [45, 46] and secondary ion mass spectrometry
(SIMS) [47, 48]. To further investigate the complexity of fs-laser vaporization and microFAPA ionization analysis, 100 μm brain tissue slices were analyzed. Similar to leaf
analysis the resulting spectrum of brain tissue (figure 4.11) contained several features
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Figure 4.10. Mass spectrum of plant leaf vaporized ~1mm in front of the micro-FAPA
source.
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Figure 4.11. Mass spectrum of 100 µm mouse brain section vaporized ~1mm in front of
the micro-FAPA source.
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corresponding to repeating units of 16 Da. The first major peak at m/z 369.3 preceded
several repeating units of 16 Da in a bell-shaped distribution. The brain contains the
largest percentage of cholesterol than any other organ in mammals [49]. Therefore the
feature observed at m/z 369.3 can be attributed to correspond to [M-OH]+ of cholesterol
which was previously reported by SIMS [47, 48]. The features at m/z 385.3, 401.3, 417.3
and 433.3 were attributed to oxidized versions of cholesterol. Without prior knowledge of
the molecular composition of brain tissue, the assignments given to the mass spectral
features detected by fs-laser vaporization and micro-FAPA ionization would be very
difficult.
4.4.6

Analysis of Neat Lysozyme by Femtosecond Laser Vaporization and MicroFAPA Ionization
To further test the analysis capabilities of fs-laser vaporization and micro-FAPA

ionization, neat lysozyme was analyzed. Figure 4.12 shows the mass spectrum generated
when a dried sample of lysozyme was vaporized by fs laser pulses into the micro-FAPA
source. The spectrum created by lysozyme was noisy and void of any features that
corresponded to lysozyme. Ambient chemical ionization of protein has never been
previously reported. There are numerous reports of the successful vaporization/desorption
of protein from the surface by fs-laser irradiation [26-29, 37, 50-56]. The inability to
detect lysozyme by fs-laser vaporization and micro-FAPA ionization may be because of
the destruction of protein within the reactive gas stream, the inability to achieve ambient
chemical ionization, or ionization results in singly charged protein which have an m/z
value that is above the range of the mass spectrometer instrument settings used in this
experiment.
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Figure 4.12 Mass spectrum of neat lysozyme vaporized by fs laser pulses ~1 mm in front
of the micro-FAPA source.
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4.4.7

Voltage Extended Flowing Atmospheric Pressure Afterglow
It has been previously reported that the DART ion source produces less

fragmentation than FAPA sources during the MS analysis of certain molecules. The
limited fragmentation observed during DART ionization was attributed to less internal
energy imparted to the molecule during the desorption and ionization process because the
discharge is physically and electrically isolated from the sample [14]. In section 4.4.2 the
effect on the ions produced based on the physical distance that ionization occurred from
the FAPA source was discussed. In this section, the effect of placing an additional
electrode between the ion source and the sample region will be investigated.
The micro-FAPA source was placed 46 mm away from the MS inlet. A 20 cm2
wire mesh was used as a grid electrode. This grid electrode was placed 6 mm in front of
the micro-FAPA source to act as an ion filter. Figure 4.13 shows the MS signal
background of the micro-FAPA source without the grid electrode. Signal was detected at
m/z 622, 922 and 1,222 were identified as features from an ESI tuning mix used for
calibrating the mass spectrometer. After applying a voltage of 400 V to the grid electrode
the visible afterglow extended toward the grid electrode as seen in figure 4.2. Figure 4.14
shows that the major features in the background ion signal were reduced by more than
50% after applying the voltage to the grid electrode. The application of the voltage on the
grid electrode also caused > 2 fold increase of the bell shaped cluster of features between
m/z 200 and 600.
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Figure 4.13. MS signal background of the micro-FAPA source without the grid
electrode. “*” Indicates signal due to ESI calibration mixture residue on micro-FAPA
source.
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Figure 4.14. MS signal background of the micro-FAPA source with the grid electrode
biased to 400 V. “*” Indicates signal due to ESI calibration mixture residue on microFAPA source.
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A loratadine pill was placed in different areas of the sampling region of the
extended afterglow created by applying a voltage to the grid electrode in front of the
FAPA (VEx-FAPA) to test if an ion filter for plasma sources would allow for a softer
ionization process. Figure 4.15 shows the mass spectrum produced when the loratadine
pill was placed within the extended afterglow (between the micro-FAPA source and the
grid electrode). The total intensity of ions corresponding oxidation and fragmentation
increased by a factor of three and six respectively for loratadine when placed in the
extended afterglow (figure 4.15) compared to the spectrum of loratadine placed ~1 mm in
front of the micro-FAPA source without the grid electrode (figure 4.3). This evidence
suggests a harsher ionization process within the extended afterglow region of the VExFAPA than the conventional FAPA sample region.
Figure 4.16 shows the mass spectrum produced when the loratadine pill was
placed in front of the extended afterglow region (between the grid electrode and the mass
spectrometer inlet). A decrease in oxidation (>80%) and a decrease in fragmentation
(>60%) is observed in the spectrum for loratadine when placed in front of the extended
afterglow region (figure 4.16) compared to the spectrum of loratadine placed ~1 mm in
front of the micro-FAPA source without the grid electrode (figure 4.3). This evidence
suggests a softer ionization process with the use of a grid electrode as an ion filter with
the VEx-FAPA than the conventional FAPA sample region without a grid electrode.
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Figure 4.15. Mass spectrum produced when the loratadine pill is placed between the
micro-FAPA source and the grid electrode with a bias of 400 V
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Figure 4.16. Mass spectrum produced when the loratadine pill is placed in front of the
grid electrode with a bias of 400 V.
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4.5

Conclusions
A loratadine pill was irradiated by fs laser pulses to induce vaporization.

Vaporized material then interacted with a reactive gas stream provided by a helium flow
through a micro-FAPA source. A mass spectrometer was used to analyze the resulting
ions created in the ambient sample region. Several ions were detected corresponding to
protonated loratadine, oxidized loratadine and loratadine fragments. The ion signal
response was investigated as a function of vaporization distance from the micro-FAPA
source. An increase in the distance between the vaporization spot and the plasma source
showed a decrease in the ([M+O+H-(H2O)]+) ion and an increase in the ([M-(C2H5O)]+)
ion. Without the micro-FAPA gas stream, laser vaporized loratadine pill placed 1 mm
away from the mass spectrometry inlet revealed that the ([M+O+H-(H2O)]+) ion was
created due to laser desorption and ionization. The phosphocholine lipids DMPC and
DAPC were used to further test the capabilities of fs laser desorption coupled to a microFAPA source for MS analysis. The dominant features for both lipids tested corresponded
to fragments due to the loss of the phophocholine group. The protonated parent molecular
ion was detected as a minor feature for both lipids tested.
Plant and mouse brain tissue were analyzed by MS generated from laser
desorption into the plasma gas stream. Plant leaf produced complicated spectra
containing numerous features between m/z 300 and m/z 750 in a bell shaped distribution.
The value of the m/z difference between the major features was 16 which most likely
corresponded to oxidation as previously observed in the analysis of loratadine. The
possibility of oxidation occurring to fragments and the uncertainty that parent molecular
ions were detected made peak assignments impossible. Mouse brain tissue was also
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analyzed and produced spectra that were similar to plant leaf. With prior knowledge that
cholesterol was present in high concentration allowed for the assignment of features
corresponding to fragments and oxidized cholesterol ions. These experiments suggest that
analysis of unknown complex samples by laser desorption and micro-FAPA ionization is
difficult.
To test the ability to soften the ionization process of micro-FAPA analysis with
the use of an ion filter, a grid electrode was placed in front of the ion source. The analysis
of loratadine by direct micro-FAPA desorption/ionization showed a decrease in oxidation
and fragment ions with use of a grid electrode. The dimensions of the sampling region
did not allow for the use of the current setup to include a sample stage and grid electrode
simultaneously, however the use of the grid electrode to soften the ionization process and
simplify the spectrum is promising as a method for ambient MS analysis.
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CHAPTER 5
SUMMARY AND OUTLOOK

A titanium:sapphire regenerative amplifier laser system was modified to operate
in two different modes. In femtosecond (fs) mode the laser produced ~60 fs pulses of 2.5
mJ, centered at 800 nm. In nanosecond (ns) mode the laser produced ~10 ns pulses of 2.4
mJ, centered at 800 nm. Previous experiments demonstrated that intense non-resonant fs
pulses could be used to vaporize liquid and dried analytes, including small molecules and
proteins, from wood, glass, stainless steel and latex substrates. Vaporized material were
captured and ionized by droplets from an electrospray source before being detected by a
mass analyzer. This technique is called laser electrospray mass spectrometry (LEMS).
In this dissertation the capabilities of non-resonant vaporization using ns laser
pulses for LEMS analysis was investigated. A direct comparison of the mass spectral
response between fs and ns laser vaporization demonstrated that unlike fs laser pulses, ns
laser pulses could not vaporize liquid Victoria blue samples from glass. Both fs and ns
laser pulses were used to successfully vaporize liquid Victoria blue samples from
aluminum, copper and stainless steel substrates, but there was a lower threshold of the
pulse energy required for the fs laser to successfully vaporize dye molecules than there
was for the ns laser. Protein analysis on stainless steel substrate produced similar spectra
for ns and fs LEMS utilizing 1.5 mJ pulses. Whole blood and 50 µm thick pig liver
sections on stainless steel were successfully analyzed by ns-LEMS. Nanosecond-LEMS
spectra of whole blood showed the simultaneous detection of metabolites, lipids and
preserved non-covalent, protein-ligand and protein-protein, complexes. Plant leaf and 100
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µm thick pig liver sections on metal substrates were unsuccessfully analyzed by nsLEMS. These experiments suggest that vaporization using cheaper and less complicated
ns laser systems can only occur if the laser pulses interact with a metal surface or
resonant molecules.
Femtosecond-LEMS was used to construct a new method for quantifying noncovalent protein-ligand interactions. The dissociation constant (Kd) was measured for the
interaction between hen egg white lysozyme (HEWL) and N,N’,N”-triacetylchitotriose
(NAG3) and between HEWL and N,N’,N”,N”’-tetraacetylchitotetraose (NAG4). The
ligand titration method using LEMS produced apparent Kd values of 313.2±25.9 µM and
249.3±13.6 µM for HEWL-NAG3 and HEWL-NAG4 respectively. These values were >
25 times larger than for the values reported using other techniques. An electrospray
ionization mass spectrometry (ESI-MS) experiment measured a Kd value of 9.8±0.6 µM
for HEWL-NAG3. A femtosecond-LEMS experiment, that used a calibration method of
the signal intensity of unbounded NAG3 to measure the Kd for HEWL-NAG3, produced a
value of 6.8±1.5 µM. The capture efficiency of fs-LEMS is defined as the fraction of fsLEMS sample detected after merging with the ESI plume. Based on the NAG3
calibration, the fs-LEMS capture efficiency was measured to be 3.6±1.8%. The adjusted
Kd values of 11.3 µM for NAG3 and 9.0 µM for NAG4 were achieved when the dilution
is factored into the ligand titration measurement. The use of the calibration method can
allow Kd values to be measured from systems of unknown concentrations.
The feasibility of using a plasma source to ionize material vaporized by nonresonant femtosecond laser pulses was tested with Claritin D® pills, phosphocholine
lipids, protein, plant leaf and mouse brain sections. Analysis of Claritin D® pills by
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plasma desorption/ionization yielded different fragments from the analysis of Claritin D®
pills by laser desorption/plasma ionization. The distance between the plasma source and
the laser vaporization spot also determined the distribution of ions detected. Ions were
detected by laser irradiation of Claritin D® pills ~ 1 mm away from the mass
spectrometer inlet, without a plasma source. Femtosecond laser vaporization of plant leaf
and mouse brain sections into the plasma gas stream produced complicated spectra
containing numerous features between m/z 300 and m/z 750 in a bell shaped distribution.
A method of softening the ionization process of a micro-flowing atmospheric pressure
afterglow (micro-FAPA) was realized by applying 400 V to a grid electrode placed 6 mm
in front the plasma source. Less fragmentation and oxidation of loratadine was detected
when the grid electrode was used for desorption/ionization of Claritin D® pills than when
only the micro-FAPA without the electrode was used for desorption/ionization. These
experiments point toward the possibility of employing femtosecond laser vaporization,
robust plasma sources and portable mass spectrometers to develop robotic molecular
detection systems for deployment into unknown, dangerous or harsh environmental
conditions.
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